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PREFACE

This working note was prepared for the Office of Policy

Development and Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (IIUD). It reports on community attiLudes to\./ard HUD's

experimental housing allowance program in St. Joseph County,

Indiana, indicating how the general public perceived the program

aL baseline (1975) before having any acLual experience wiLh it.

The reporL deals with public knowledge about the program, how the

program was evaluated, and what effects were expecLed from it.

The present note is one of a series in which the Housing

Assistance SuppIy Experiment (HASE) wiIl examine program awareness

and evaluation among both eligible and ineligible households in

iLs two experimental sites. Data reported here come mainly from

special attitude questions (module H) in the baseline survey of

tenants and homeowners in St. Joseph County. Conducted for Rand

by Westat, Inc., the survey was addressed to a stratified clusLer

sample of 4,350 households, 2,775 of whom compleLed interviews

between November 1974 and April 1975. The weighted records of

those int.erviews represent approximately 72,300 households in the

county, excJ-uding 3,500 landlords (who were scheduled for

interviews in Lhe parallel survey of landlords) and a few rooming

house occupants.
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SUM}IARY

This report deals with public knowledge about the housing

allowance proSram in St. Joseph County before open enrollment

began, how the program was evaluated, and what effects were

expected from it. It provides a framework for future analyses of

community att.it.udes toward the allowance program and indicates

how the general public perceived the program before having

any actual experience with it. The major findings

of this report are summarized below.

PROGRAM KNOWT.EDGE

A maximum of 16 percent of the population of

households in St. Joseph County was aware of

the allowance program at baseline. Public

controversy among poliLical officials and

organizational leaders did not filter down Lo the

majority of ciLizens who, like Lhe American public

in general, are unaware of mosL hotly debated

issues in their community.

FuIIy half of those who said they had heard of the

allowance program were either unable to supply even

minimal information abouL it or had confused it

with another housing prog,ram, The lesson is clear:

CIaims of program awarerress should not be accepted

at. face valrre.

a
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PROGRAM EVATUATION

vl-

Those who were aware of the program knew more about

it than we expecLed. Their knowledge emphasized who

the program is for, what it helps people do, and

how it might affect the quality of housing in the

community. Taken together, Lhese responses amount

to a faithful reproduction of the program descriptions

presented by its local managers.

The major sources of information about the program

were the newspaper, television, and word of mouth.

However, the source of information had little effect

on how much people knew about the program.

The likelihood of having some program information

was BreaLer for those with more education and

higher occupational status and for blacks and

elderly persons. Having an interest in neighborhood

or housing issues also provided respondents with a

motive for attending to the information to which

they were exposed.

a About four-fifths of the knowledgeable households were

either favorably disposed or neutral toward the

allowance program. This general disposition to give the
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program the benefit of the doubt is consistent with the

positivity bias found in studies of American attitudes

toward public officials and institutions.

Since respondents had as yet had no direct experience

wiLh the program, it is not surprising Lhat Lheir

opinions of it reflected their general views about the

scope of government, the competence and honesty of

public officials, and the groups expecLed to benefiL

from the program. Those who opposed welfare and

subsidies, thought Bovernment officials were usually

incompelent or dishonest, or pictured the typical

recipient of government aid as undeserving disliked the

allowance program. Those who approved of government aid

or thought many people either needed or deserved

assj-stance liked the program.

Other factors that positively affected program attitudes

included the expecLation of receiving direct benefits

from the allowance prog,ram (measured by objecLive

eligibility and plans to apply) or indirect benefits

(through changes in one's neighborhood or assistance Lo

one's neighbors). People who opposed neighborhood

integration or were hosLile toward blacks were also

significantly more likely to disapprove of Lhe allowance

program than their opposites.
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ANTICIPATION OF PROGRAM EFFECTS

o

Those who knew about Lhe progr:am thought it was mor:e

likeIy to affecL others than Lhemselves. Eighteen

percent expecLed effects on their own households, 31

percent on their neighborhoods, and 71 percent on St.

Joseph County.

Few people thought the program would have undesirable

effects. The great majority expected good things from

it--primarily that it would help people, thaL it would

upgrade housing, and that it would irnprove condiLions or

the quality of life in Lhe community.

Most people who anticipated effects on their households

thought they would occur as a direct result of receiving

a housing allowance. But people who opposed

ueighborhood integraLion expected adverse effecLs on

their households from the enrollment of others. BIacks

and eligibles were more likely to have plans to apply;

elderly people were less willing to take government aid.

Having some program knowledge was almost tantamount to

anticipating that it would affect the county as a whole,

but only about half of those who were aware of the

program expected it to affect their neighborhood.

a

a
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IMPTICATIONS

Overall, the data show a limited awareness of Lhe allowance

program, coupled with a favorable view of it among those who

had some program information. It is a common patLern,

reflecting the general tendency of the American public to

have liLtIe information about public programs but to evaluate

them positively. But one might have drawn different

conclusions from reading the local newspaper or attending

public debates on program participation in the months

preceding open enrollment. The attitudes and concerns of the

general public are thus not closely aligned with those who preempt

the media.

Future analyses should show us whether the initial public

attitude is changed by experience with the allowance program, and

whether program evaluations continue to reflect preexisting ideas

about government rather than specific features of the program.

They should also flesh out our picture of how program information

is diffused, who the chronically uninformed are, and what program

features dissuade potential applicants from applying or cause

enrollees to drop out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first in a series, Lhis report analyzes community attitudes

toward an experimental housing allowance program that began in

St. Joseph County, Indiana, early in 1975. The analysis, based

on interviews with a counLywide sample of households, describes

who knew about the program before enrollment opened, what they

knew, and how Lhey felt about it.

The experimental allowance program has been undertaken by the

Office of Policy Development and Research, U. S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development (HUD), in order to help HIID decide

whether a national program of direct cash assistance to

Iow-income households is a feasible and desirable way to help

them secure decenL housing in a suitable living environment. If

Sor the experiment will help determine the best terms and

conditions for such assistance and the most efficient and

appropriate methods for administering a nationwide program.

As part of this program, the Housing AssisLance Supply Experiment

(HASE) addresses issues of market and community response to

housing allowances. It entails operating a fullscale allowance

program both in St. Joseph County and in Brown County, Wisconsin

(sites chosen for strong contrasts in Lheir housing markets), for

ten yearsl and monitoring proSram operations and market responses

for about five years.
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l{ost federal programs of housing assistan.ce for low-incone

families channel public funds directly to a locaI housing

authority, a private landlord or developer, of a nortgage lender,

to help support specific housing units to be occupied by

low-incone tenants. A contractual agreement, between t,he federal

agency and the supplier of housing services usually regulates

both the services to be provided to the tenante and the price the

tenants may be required to pay for them.

In contrast, the housing allowance progran disburses monthly cash

paynents directly to low-income renters and homeonners, who use

their increased resources to buy services in the local housing

rnarket.[1] As enrollees attempt to obtain adequate housing,

either by arraoging for the repair of preenrollment dwellings or

by moving to others that meet program standards, their actions

may impinge in a variety of ways on other members of the

comunity.

It is thus inportant to anticipate how recipients aqd

nonrecipients alike will react to this innovation in housing

policy. Much of the IIASE research aims at measuring the

program's effects on housing prices and housing quality

throughout the market, on neighborhood changes resulting from

moves by program participants, and on the responses to the

program of market intermediaries such as mortgage lenders and

real estate brokers.
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But the program's effect ultimately depends on

in each community and on how

If eligible households are unaware of

the extent of

favorably it is

the allowance

existence, they wiII not apply for assistance. If they

of the program but disapprove of its approach or

feaLures, they may also fail to apply.

program

viewed.

program

are aware

awareness

spec i fi c

Tire attitudes of other members of the community are equally

impor:tant. Nonparticipants who approve or disapprove of the

program may affect program participat'ion or operations by

individual or organized action. Moreover, their attitudes

establish a climaLe of opinion that can stamp social approval or

stigma on allowance recipients. The naLure of that climate is

Iikely to affect the rate of participation in the program, as

weII as how participants feel about themselves.

Thus program awareness and evaluation among both eligible and

ineligible households can affect the degree to which the

allowance program alters housing market and neighborhood

characteristics. In turn, the effect of the program on people's

lives can change their perception of its desirability and their

behavior toward it. By measuring how program perceptions change

over: time and why people view the program as they do, we will

clarify, first, the political acceptability of a national program

of Lhis Lype; second, the features of the program that enhance or

diminish its appeal; and third, how reactions to the program are

modified by experience.
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SCOPE OF REPORT

Our general plan for gathering and analyzing community attitude

data as the experiment progresses is explained in Appendix B.

Here, we report on community knowledge of the program and

attitudes toward it at "baseline"--before anyone was direcLly

exposed to the obligations and benefits of participationl before

Iandlords, neighbors, or friends of enrollees could judge from

experience how their lives and businesses would be affected; and

before Lhe local housing allowance office (HAO) began to

advertise for applications.

The spread of program knowledge and the formation of early

attitudes toward it are documented by the baseline survey of

tenants and homeowners, conducted for Rand by WesLat, Inc.,

between November 1974 and April 1975.[2] The survey was

addressed to a stratified cluster sample of some 4,350

households, 2r775 of whom completed interviews. The records of

Lhese interviews were weighted to represent approximately 72,300

households in St. Joseph County, excluding 3,500 landlords who

were scheduled for interviews in the parallel survey of

landlords[3] and a few rooming house occupants.

This report draws mainly on responses to module H of the baseline

survey instrument.[4] The respondent was asked wheLher he had

heard of the allowance program; what he had heard; whether he
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approved of the proSram; and what he thought its effects would be

on his household, his neighborhood, and the county as a who1e.

The survey also elicited information on explanatory variables

such as the respondent's satisfaction with his home and his

neighborhood; his attitudes toward general categories of people

such as landlords, blacks, and welfare recipients I and his

feelings about racial integration of neighborhoods.

The issues addressed in the report may be summarized as

foI lows

a Program knowledge. How many households knew

about the program at baseline? IIow clearly did

they understand its purposes and operaLion?

Where did they get their information? What

factors affect the distribution of program

a\rareness and information among the county's

population? (These questions are discussed in

Secs. II and III. )

Program evaluaLion. Among those who knew

about the program, how many favored it, how

many hlere opposed, how nlany were

neutral? What features of the program led to

these judgments? What characteristics of Lhe

respondents led to favorable or unfavorable

judgments? (See Sec. IV.)

a
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a Program expectations. Among t.hose who knew about

the program, what consequences did they expect from

it for their own househol-ds, for their

neighborhoods, for Lhe counLy as a whole? ldhat

respondent characEeristics led to particular

expecLations? (See Sec. V.)

LIMITATIONS OF ANATYSIS

The analysis presented here is limited in three respects.

First, the data refer to a very early stage in the history

of the allowance program, when informaLion about iL was not

widespread. Second, because few respondents knew about the

program, samples for analysis are small. Third, certain

questions bearing on attitude formation were deleted from the

survey instrument at the insistence of one of the federal review

agencies.

Sources of Program Knowledge

As noted above, the interviews that provided the data for

the analysis were mostly conducted before the HAO had begun

to solicit applications for enrollment. None of the survey

respondents had had any direct dealings as applicants with

the IIAO, and few had information about deLails of eligibility,

amount of entitlement, constrainLs on the use of benefits, or
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the reporting requirements imposed on participants. Thus,

our respondents could noL comment on specific features

of the program, although the subject will be Lreated in

later reporLs of this serj-es.

By the first quarter of 1975, when the household survey was

conducted, St. Joseph County residents had been exposed to

general informaLion about the program for more than a year.

Their knowledge and opinions were based on newspaper,

television, and radio accounts of the lengthy negotiations

between HLJD and local officials; and towards the end of the

period, on announcements by the newly formed IIA0 of its plans.

Thus, everyone had some opportunity to learn about Lhe

program, even though only a few had participated directly in

the decisions that led to program implementation.

Sample of Knowledgeable Respondents

Since Converse's (1963,1964) pioneering work on nonattitudes,

survey researchers have generally recognized that it is important

Lo dc't.ermine whether a respondent has opinions on an issue before

r'1iciting the nature of those opinions. Particularly for

rluestions about a social innovation such as the housing allowance

program, it is importanL not to lead the respondent inLo voicing

uninformed views.
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The attitude module of our survey instrument rdas designed wiLh a

series of screening questions to prevenL such an outcome. The

first asks if the respondent has heard of the allowance program.

The second asks those who say Lhey have heard about it to

describe what the program is about. Only respondents who can

provide some details about the allowance program and who have not

obviously confused it with another government program are

considered to have program knowledge. These and only these are

then questioned about their sources of information, Lheir

attitudes, and their expectations.

We found that over 80 percent of all respondents lacked any

program knowledge. Only 288 out of 21775 respondents were

(correctly) questioned further, too few to yield reliable

estimates of the incidence in the population at large of, sayr

the distribution of reasons for an unfavorable reacLion to the

program.

Consequently, we adopted the following procedure for reporting

our findings. For issues on which aII respondentsr answers are

pertinent, we provide population estimates from the sample data

For issues on which program knowledge is a prerequisite, we

estimate how many households judge the program favorably or

unfavorably and how many think it will affect themselves, their

neighborhood, or their county. When we discuss information

sources, program evaluations, or anticipated effects in detail,
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we report only the unweighted distribuLion of responses within

the sample of knowledgeables.

In either case, an important parL of the analysis is measurement

of relationships between variables--e.9., whether program

attitudes vary systematically with the personal characteristics

of the respondent. Analyses of this kind require much smaller

samples than do population estimates, and only in special

circumstances should the observations be weighted to reflect

population sampling rates. Thus, the sections of this report

Lhat deal with determinants of program knowledge and attitudes

report the results of a number of unweighted regression analyses

based on the sample of knowledgeable respondents.

Omitted Variables

Other studies have shown that general views about Lhe proper

scope of government or the competence and trusLworthiness of

public officials, as weII as sympathy or hostility toward various

social groups, play a large part in forming atLitudes toward

proposals for public acLion. Such views seemed likely Lo be

par:ticular:ly influenLial with a proposal as novel as the housing

allowance program. Accordingly, we planned to incorporate

questions in our survey instrument thaL would elicit these
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general predispositions and enable us to compare our resulLs with

those of nationwide surveys.

However, the instruments for surveys conducted under federal

contract must be approved by the 0ffice of Hanagement and Budget

(OMB). We were unable to persuade the OMB that it was

appropriate in a housing study to ask people, for example,

whether they trusted government officials. OnIy questions about

general atLitudes toward g,roups who might benefit from the

allowance program and one abouL residential integraLion were

permitted.

Consequently, we can only infer underlying general attitudes from

the reasons volunteered by our respondent.s for approving or

disapproving the program. Our findings would be stronger and

more generalizable had we been able to proceed in the other

direction, relating direct knowledge of respondents' general

attitudes to specific attitudes about the allowance program.

I'IETHODOLOGICAT ISSTIES

Several methodological issues shaped our analysis, including the

design of the att.itude module, how to code open-ended questions,

how to measure program knowledge, and how to present the

regression analyses. Each is briefly discussed below.
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Features of the Attitude Module

Trn'o aspects of the series of quesLions on program knowledge and

perceptions differ from Lhe rest of the tenant/homeowner survey

and require some discussion: (a) the selection of a single

household head for questioningl and (b) the extensive use of

open-ended questions, i.e., items that ask the respondent to

ans\{er in his own words rather than choose a response from a

predefined set.

Selected Respondent Strategy. In households with joint heads,

much of the tenanL/homeowner survey is addressed to both. This

procedure has proved effective in gathering reliable income and

expense information: However, beliefs and opinions are

attribuLes of individuals, noL households. To analyze how

characteristics of individuals, such as education or aLtitude

toward integration, affect prog,ram perceptions, we need Lo know

whose characteristics are relevanL.

Hence, we designated one of the joint heads to answer quesLions

about the allowance program. The other could either leave the

room or sLay while module H was being administered. If the

second one remained, he or she was asked to refrain from

answering. To avoid biasing the sex distribut.ion of the sample,

we randomly selected the male or female head, which resulted in a

virtual 50-50 spliL between male and female respondents from

Lhose households.
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Use of Open-Ended Questions. The questions dealing with program

beliefs and attitudes all follow a general format for filtering

out respondenLs wiLh no opi.nion and then asking for open-ended

clarification. For example, the sequence of questions about

antici-pated program effects on a respondent's neighborhood is as

follows:

Do you think the housing allowance program will

affect your neighborhood in the future?

OnIy if the answer was yes did the interviewer ask

question 2:

How do you think the program will affect your

neighborhood?

The interviewer recorded the response verbatim.

To elicit as cornplete a response as possible, the interviewers

also used nondirective probes, examples of which were

supplied for each question to avoid introducing interviewer

bias. In question 2 above, the probes were

How else wilI the program affect your neighborhood?

Anything else?

1

2
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Our approach has the advantage of avoiding an arbitrary

definition of the universe of accurate and inaccurate beliefs

abouL the program and how it works. It reveals how people

actually perceive the program, as opposed Lo whether they share

our theories. And it avoids introducing ideas that might bias

future responses--both in Lhe present wave of interviews and over

the next four years.

Coding Open-Ended Responses

To devise a coding scheme for the answers to open-ended

questions, we first selected more than 300 questionnaires and

keypunched all the verbatim responses.[5] Codes for each

question were based on those responses. In general, we began

with broad coding categories, then broke them into discrete

components. The amount of deLail was a function of the data

analysis plans, tempered by the evidence (what people actually

said). Ilany of the codes have more than a hundred separaLe

categories, and all required detailed coding instrucLions.

One category for coding descriptions of the allowance program was

program requirements (see Table 1.1). That group was divided

into two subcategories: requirements related to household

eligibility, and others. tlithin the first division, separaLe

r-odes were provided for responses about such issues as income
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Code

300
301
302
303

304

305

306

Table 1.1

CODES FOR RESPONSES ABOUT PROGRA},I REQUIREMENTS

Response

Household Eligibility Requ Lr.ements ( 300-399 )

People musE qualify (no det.ails about cr:iteria)
Based on i-ncome (e. g. , sal ary, earnings)
Based on assets
Based on household size or age (number of persons in

household, number of children; singles under 62 not
eligible)

Based on residence (must live in South Bend: people
outside South Bend but in St. Joseph County not
eligible, Mishawakans not eligible)a

Canrt participate if moved into county after a cer-
Lain datea

Can't live in subsidized housinga

)ther Requiremepts ( 320-399)

321
322
330

331
340

Must have a lease, landlord must sign paper
Must sign lease/leaseback agreementa
Must have house evaluated (house must meet standards--

be 1iveable, safe, sanitary, decent)
Specific unit requirement (".g., ceilings, windows)
Allowance pays amount of rent/mortgage greater than a

fourth of income (or adjusted income)
Allowance (payments) computed on size of household

(or assets or income or standard cost of housing)
Must a11ow income to be checked; must bring in docu-

menfs on income
Must have interview
Must have house or i-ncome checked more than once (i.e.,

every 6 months household etigibility is chected =
semiannual * annual recertification; every 12 months
apartment or house is <:hecked = housing reevalua-
t ion)

HAO doesntt intervene between landlord and tenant (to
help negotiaEe lease, see to repairs, etc.)

Other program requirements or features (1ist)
SOURCE: Compiled by author. A11 codes are documented in

HASE Survey Group, Codebook for the Swuey of Tenants and
Hontconfie?s, Site If, Baseline, The Rand Corporation, WN-9651-
HUD, April 1977.

'Thi" program requirement \,ras subsequently relaxed.

341

350

351
352

3s3

399
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eligibility, asset limits, household size and age requirements,

and restriction of participation to residents of South Bend.

Within the second, separate codes were assigned to ten responses,

including commenLs on Lhe requiremenLs for a 1ease, for

inspection of each housing unit, and for documentation of an

applicant's income. A code was also provided for unanticipated

responses. LisLs of such responses were regularly updated and a

new code devised whenever an unanticipated response was given by

5 percent or more of the sample.

A complex coding system of this kind necessitaLes special daLa

analysis techniques. First, each respondenL may give several

responses to a single question. For example, he may say that he

Iikes the program "because it helps poor people and the elderly

but, on Lhe other hand, it will probably be abused by welfare

cheats. " Each part of this response would receive a separate

code, and the entire statement would yield four separate binary

variables: "helps the poorr" "helps the elderlyr" "helps the

undeserving, tt ttpotential for abuse . tt

The possitrle number of derived var:iables under this scheme is

cl()arl.y several hundred.

variables only for broad

To keep down the LoLaI we created new

categories,

would then

such as "helps people."

calculate breakdowns of theWi.Lhin suc--h a category, we

of Limes eachLoLa I nunrber group was mentioned. Our results
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mighL first be presented as a percentage

nurnber of respondents who mentioned thaL

people; then as percentages based on the

responses in that category, wiLh details

who are helped.

based on the Lotal

the program helps

total number of

of Lhe kinds of people

Measuring Program Knowledge

Our most difficult analyLic task was deciding whether those who

said they had heard about the program actually knew something

about it. Earlier studies have shown that many people have no

difficulty providing opinions about nonexislent social issues,

policies, or groups. In the 1940s, three-fifths of a sample of

the California public told interviewers whether they were for or

against a nonexisten! "Metallic Metals Act.rr In other studies,

experimental subjects have also had no trouble describing

positive and negative qualities of fictitious nationalities.

But these findings do not apply to opinions about actual programs

and policies. If it is easy for a respondent to give an opinion

about a nonexistent proSram, it is thaL much harder t.o determine

whether his opinions abouL an actual program are valid.

Distinguishing Informed from Uninformed Claims of Knowledge. One

approach is to check an individual's ideas against a Lrue-false

Iist. But this strategy often fails to account for the lucky
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guesser. It also tends to irritate a respondent and provide him

with staLements that may bias his

Lo be interviewed

later evaluations. When the

same people are several times, as in our study,

neiLher consequence is desirable

Another approach is to ask respondenLs to describe an issue,

program, or event. in their own words. That method has the

advanLage of not providing a respondent with information that may

bias his overall evaluation but uncovering ideas that are truly

salient to him. But it also involves the complex and tedious

task of coding free responses--a prospect that dissuades most

researchers from the aLtempt.

Nevertheless, we decided on the latter approach. We asked

respondents, "Have you heard of Lhe housing allowance program

which is going to be introduced in South Bend?" If they said

yes, vre then asked them to describe the program. The

interviewers used the probing techniques described earlier to

elicit a detailed response.

Cotling Responses. The next problem was to devise a coding scheme

tirat woulrl capture the separate elements of informed respondenLs'

descri.ptions and stiII distinguish people who were clearly

talking about some other government program from Lhose who were

talking about the allowance program. The difficulLy was that a
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respondent might say several Lhings that could apply to the

allowance program, but then indicate he was thinking about

another housing program altogeLher. One for example said, "It

helps low-income people get better housingr" then added, "but

people like me can't get in to Lhose project.s on Chapin Street

I public housing ] . " Another claimed Lo be familiar with the

allowance program: "Oh yes, that's the SoutheasL project to help

people fix up Lheir homes I a neighborhood rehabilitation

program ] . "

It was often impossible to tell which program a respondent had in

mind based on the separate elements of his response; o[ly the

whole description would yield the answer. We therefore used two

types of coding: judgmental coding of an entire response, and

detailed coding of single items of information. We used the

judgmental coding to determine when respondents were talking

about some other program, and reserved coding of delails for the

descriptions of potentially aware respondents only.

The procedure was as follows. First, we compiled a dossier on

other government programs operating in St. Joseph County,

compleLe wiLh examples of responses describing other housing

programs. If a response in its entirety described any of those

other proSrams, it was so coded. Otherwise, the response was

separaLed into its cognitive elements. For example, each elemenL

separated by a slash in the following r:esponse received a unique
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code: "IL's an experiment/to help low-income people/move into

beLter neighborhoods/and pay their rent."

That procedure allowed the coder access Lo all the respondent's

words in deciding whether he was talking about someLhing other

than the allowance program. It also preserved each bit of

information from respondents for whom there was no unambiguous

evidence ttrat they had another program in mind.

Evaluating Claims of Program Awareness. Thus far, our coding

procedure allowed us to determine that some respondents were

definitely talking about a program other than the allowance

program. But we still could not separate respondents who were

clearly describing the allowance program and no other from those

who could be describing it or any of several housing programs.

The problem of esLimating public familiarity with a new social

policy is not solely to discount those who claim awareness

withouL being able to supply any information or who have confused

Lhe program with something else. It is also to decide how to

rank responses describing features the program in quesLion shares

wiLh long-standing domestic policies. Shall we say that someone

is familiar with the allowance program if he knows it helps

1ow-income people get better housing--a description that applies

to several other housing programs as well? Shall we say that he

is unfamiliar if all he can remember is thaL it helps old people?

C) r'a rl y, r: ither/or decision rules are arbitrary .
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To deal with ambiguous responses, we distinguished leveIs of

program awareness based on increasingly rigorous definitions of

program knowledge. The leasL exacting level is based on claimed

awareness--people who said they had heard of the allowance

program. The second eliminates those who were clearly talking

about some other government program or who could supply no

details whatsoever about the allowance program--such as who it

helps, what it helps them do, or how it might affect households.

The remainder is the maximum number of respondents who were aware

of the program at baseline.

The third and most rigorous Ievel includes only Lhose who could

identify unique aspects of the allowance program--that it

provides cash paymenLs to renters and homeowners, Lhat it allows

people to choose where they will live, that it is an experimenL,

that it does not provide funds for construction. Those who met

this test are the minimum number of respondents who were familiar

with the program.

Presenting Regression Results

Each of our analyses of the determinanLs of program knowledge is

based on the results of a regression model. Our presentation of

the regression results differs from thaL typically encountered in

Lwo respects: (a) the reporting of beta coefficientsl and (b)

the occasional inclusion of two distinct equations predicting the

same dependent variable.
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Utility of Beta Coefficients. We used regression analysis firsL

to test for support of our hypotheses about predictors of program

perceptions I and second, to indicate the explanatory importance

of the significant variables. In our models, however, comparison

of one regression coefficient with another is complicated by the

fact thaL the independent variables are measured in different

units.

Ordinary regression coefficients (usua1ly denoted b) can be

readily transformed Lo standard or beta coefficients (usuaIly

denoted g) whose values reflect Lhe dispersion of observations

but are independent of the units in which the regresslon

variables are measured.[6] Comparing beta coefficients is a

convenient way to determine the relative explanatory importance

of the independent variable with which each coefficient is

associated.

Use of Two Equations. The second unusual feature of our

equations is that we sometimes present two for the same dependent

variable, one including only social background variables and the

other including both social background and attitudinal variables.

The reason is that social background variables (such as tenure)

often act as proxies for respondenL attiLudes (such as t.hose

toward landlords). Idhere this relationship exists, Lhe

aLtitudinal variable dampens Lhe effect of the background

characterisEic.
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However, attiLudes are not as easy to pinpoint as are

characteristics such as tenure or race. Furthermore, Lhere may

be policy interest in understanding how Lenure, for example,

affects proSram evaluaLions without controlling for atLitudinal

variables that renters or owners as a class may have in common.

Consequently, we adopted the following strategy for reporting the

data: Wtren the two equaEions yield different significant

variables, we report both. When the results are essentially the

same in both equations, we report only the one that includes both

background characteristics and attitudes.

NOTES TO SECTION I

1. Enrollment is open to all families and to elderly single

persons whose income and assets are below specified

Iimits, but palnnents are made only to those occupying

dwellings thal meet program standards of decency, safety,

and sanitation. Additional information on the

allowance program is provided in Appendix A.

2. The baseline survey slightly overlapped the early

enrollment activiLies of the HAO. Between December

1974 and March 1975, several hundred low-income

households were quietly invited to err.roll and 131
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did so. Enrollment was opened to the general public

on 2 April 1975, an evenL accompanied by considerable

Iocal publicity. The baseline survey fieldwork began

on 25 November 1974 and by 2 April, 65 percenL of all

inLerviews ever completed were done. However, cleanup

work continued for another 2- 1/2 months; the date of

the last completed interview is 20 June 1975.

3. The program knowledge and attitudes of landlords at

baseline wilI be analyzed in a separate report.

4. Module H is reproduced in full as Appendix C.

5. fn order to maximize variaLion in the keypunched

responses, instruments from both experimental sites

were selected.

6. The beta transformation (B = bo /o ) reducesxy
alI variables Lo units thaL are distributed with a

standard deviation of one
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II. PROGRAM XNOWTEDGE AND SOI,]RCES OF INFORMATION

Before the allowance program in St. Joseph County began, public

controversy over participation in it was considerable. Opponents

feared the program might decrease local control, increase South

Bend's dominance over the neighboring city of Mishawaka and the

rest of the county, provide opportunity for abuse by cheats and

frauds, promote the movement of blacks into predominantly white

neighborhoods, and inflate housing costs. Although the city of

South Bend voted for participation, Mishawaka and the county

voted at first against it. [1]

Over several months in 1974, the area's main newspaper, the South

Bend Tribune, regularly reported Lhe- controversy surrounding the

changing prospects for Mishawaka's and the countyrs

participation. After that issue was temporarily settled by

negative decisions in both jurisdictions, other program concerns

arose that also received the paperts attention.

While its editorial stance toward the program was supportive, the

paper's coverage was not biased in Lhe program's favor. On 10

November 1974, two months after legal agreements for funding had

been concluded between HIID, the South Bend Housing Authority

(SBHA), and the HAO, the Tribune headlined, "Housing Subsidy

Raises Food Stamps." 0n 21 November, another article suggested

the program might draw households away from subsidized housing
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operated by the SBHA. After survey fieldwork was under way, the

Tribune (27 January 1975) reporLed Brown Countyrs problems with

low enr:ollment and advertising, and questioned the ultimate

benefit of the program to South Bend. The concerns of a local

NAACP representaLive that the program might lead to increased

segregation if Mishawaka continued not to participate $/ere

reported on 8 February.

Between the date of the funding agreement (6 Sept.ember 1974) and

the opening of enrollment (2 April 1975), the Tribune menLioned

the allowance program in more than 50 stories or editorials.

Many were based on press releases covering HAO presentations to

community organizations (there were about 50 during the period)

or other HAO events, such as staff hirings or nehr office

openings. These news items typically repeated the information

presented by program managers: that the program would provide

monthly allowance checks to help low-income homeowners and

renters pay their housing expenses and upgrade their homes.

PROGRAM AWARENESS AT BASETINE

The prepr:ogram prrblicity should have given people in St.

Joseph County ample opportunity to learn about the allowance

proS,ram during its early stages. But opportunity cannot be

equated with exposure to information, much less with its

acquisition. In fact, the level of public awareness on most
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issues follows a consistent pattern: A small portion of

the public has considerable knowledge, while the majority

has little or none. [2]

Our data for St. Joseph County repeat this pattern. Table 2.1

shows that despite Lhe controversy surrounding acceptance of the

allowance program in the county, only 34 percent of the

households said they had heard of it at baseline. Fully half

could provide no program details whatsoever or had confused it

with some other program. Our maximrrm estimate of those with

program knowledge is thus l6 percent of all households, including

all residents who said anything, no matter how general, that

could apply to the allowance program. Under our most stringent

criterion for program knowledge--the mention of unique prog,ram

features--the estimate of knowledgeable households plummets to 2

percent of the county's populaLion.

These figures have several implications for research on public

information about social programs and issues. First., public

controversy over a new program usually does not reach most

citizens. While the Mishawaka City Council and county

commissioners urere arguing about program participation, most

people in the county were ignorant of the debaLe. Nor were they

any more informed about program 'rcompetitionrr with t.he SBHA;

pickets at the IIAO; effects on food stamp costs; NAACP
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Table 2.1

PROGRAM AWARENESS AMONG HOUSEHOLD HEADS

Population of Household Heads

Program Awareness

SurDe!/ Response
Had not heard of program
Had heard of program

Gave some appropriate detalls
Unable to give details
Descrl-bed another program

Total
Analytic Categoru

Claimed knowledge of program
Gave some appropriate details
Gave detai"ls unique to program

Percent

66.2
33. 8
16. 5

L4.2
3.1

100.0

33. 8
16.5
2.2

SOURCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey of
tenants and homeor^lners, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: EnErles are estimates based on a stratified probability
sample of 21775 households reporting complete household information.
The population frorn which the sample was drawn excludes landlords.

Number

49,180
25,152
12,280
10 ,5 34
2,339

7 4 ,332

25,152
t2,28O
1,610
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complaints; or enrollment difficulties in the other experimental

site.

Second, claims of awareness cannot be accepted at face value.

Our maximum estimate of the number of program-aware respondents

was slightly less than half the number who claimed to have heard

of the experiment. The others were either unable to supply even

the barest information or had clearly confused the allowance

program with other programs such as public housing, housing

projects for the elderly, or home improvement loan programs. But

genuine confusion with another program explains less than a fifth

of the false claims. The majority could offer no more

information than "I don'L know any more about it" or "all I know

is what I heard on TV I can't remember any details."

Soue of those who could not support their claims of program

knowledge may actually have heard the program's name but lacked

any other inforsration. Others were probably unwilling to reveal

their ignorance--even when off,ered the option of saying they had

noL heard of the allowance program. Unfortunately, we cannot

distinguish respondents who recognized only the program's name

from those who falsely claimed awareness. AnalyLically, however,

all these respondents, regardless of the reason for their lack of

information, displayed less program knowledge than those r+ho

could supply supporting details.
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Third, the tendency of people to overstate their knowledge about

Lhe allowance program was, if anything, less marked Lhan one

might have expected, considering the 60 percent in California who

had provided opinions on a nonexistent piece of legislation (see

Sec. I). While 51 percent of those who claimed awareness either

had no program information or had confused the allowance program

with something eIse, uninformed or misinformed claimants amounted

to only 17 percent of the population. The difference may reflect

different survey techniques: The California study did not

explicitly offer respondenti ttre chance to say they had not heard

of the policy in question, while our study did. If so, it

illustrates that careful question phrasing can substantially (but

not completely) reduce the incidence of unsupported claims of

awareness.

Finally, the fact Lhat only 2 percent of the population was

unambiguously aware of the allowance program agrees with current

thought among social scientists about the political

sophistication of the American public. To be classified as

definit.ely knowledgeable, our respondents had to mention unique

aspects of the allowance prog,ram. tlosL of those are subtle and

of marginal interest to potential applicants, compared with the

broad message that the program helps people with housing

expenses. Ineligible citizens are even less likely to be

concerned with fine points of the program--unless they have a

special interest in housing issues or a clear position on the
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scope of government programs. But very few people fit into the

last two categoriesl Converse (1964) for example estimates that

at most 3.5 percent of American voters have abstract, overarching

political philosophies .

KNohILEDGE OF PRoGRAI'I CHARACTERISTICS

We have shown that many more people say they know about the

program than actually do. Now lve turn to what the 16 percent who

have at least some information know--how they describe the

program and what characteristics they single out.

Those who have some awareness actually know a lot more than we

expected. As Table 2.2 shows, the descriptions most frequently

offered involved who the program helps, what it helps people do,

and how it will affect housing. Fifty-six percent of Lhose in

the sample with some program information described the program as

helping people. The most freguently mentioned groups were poor

or low-income people, renters, homeowners, families, the elderly,

and the disabled (see Table 2.3).

Forty-two percent continued logically to what the program helps

people do. The most frequently mentioned benefits rdere paying

housing costs, moving to better housing or neighborhoods, and

inrproving Iiving standards. Finally, 27 percent mentioned the

program's antici-pated effects on housing quality; typically, they

thought it would improve housing in the conununity.
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Table 2.2

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS I'IENTIONED BY AI.JARE RESPONDENTS

Charac terist ic

Who the program helps
What the program helps

people doa
Effects on housing
Specific program features
Experimental aspects of

program
Research aspects of program
Effects on neighborhood or

the community'

Percent of. 423
Respondents

s5.8

41. 8
27.2
8.7

6.9
6.1

5.9

SOURCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey of
tenants and homeowners, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Based on 423 respondents urho had some program information.
The number of responses is greater than 423 because some respondents
mentioned more than one characteristic.

aExcLudes cornnents about housing lmprovements.
h"Includes coments about effects on the 1ocal economy or

government.

Number of
Respondents

25

236

29
26

l-77
115

37
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Table 2.3

DETAILS OF THREE PROGRA]'{ CHARACTERISTICS
MENTIONED BY AWAR}I RESPONDENTS

Percertt of
Category TotalDetail

Who the Progron HeLPs
Poor or low-income peoPle
Renters
Homeowners
Families
Elderly or disabled people
Minorit ies
Undeserving people or

cheats
Landlords
Other

Total
I4hat It HeLPs PeoPLe Do

Pay housing costs
Move
Raise living standards, pay

bills
Live where they like
Other

Total
Erpected Effects on Housing
Upgrade existing housing
Genergl effectsa
otherD

Total

L2 .3
9.6
9.3
1.6

40.7
20.5

L4.
12.

100.0

100.0

1.6
.8

3.6

43.2
34.6

17.8
3.4
1.0

9
4

7

1a

100.0

SOURCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the sur-
vey of tenants and homeo\^,ners, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Based on program descriptions given by 423 respondents
who had some program information. The numbers differ from those
in Table 2.2 because they refer to the total number of times each
characteristic was mentioned rather than the total number of re-
spondenEs mentioning each characteristic.

oR.f.r" to statements that the program would affec't housing
without any further detalls given.

h"Includes effects on demolition and replacements, con-
strucEion, and rents.

Numbei of
Responses

208

366

118

r49
75
45
35
34

5

90
72

37
7

2

6
3

13

86
t7
l5
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When Lhese responses are distilled, they produce the following

description:

The housing allowance program helps the elderly and those

wiLh Iow incomes, both renters and homeowners, to pay Lheir

housing and other expenses, fix up their housing units,

and move to better housing or neighborhoods.

Notably lacking from that statement is any mention of minorities

or the undeserving as the program's major beneficiaries; its

potential interference with locaI controll negative effects on

neighborhood composition or quality; or inflationary effects on

rents.[3] Notably lacking also is any reference Lo segregation,

Lhe fact that llishawaka and Lhe rest of the county were not

participating, or other controversies reported locally. Notably

present are the main features of the program as described by its

manaSers.

In fact, Lhe conflicLs among the political and organizational

elite of St. Joseph County rarely filtered down to the populace.

The average citizen who acquired some program information focused

on concrete, short-term program goals (e.g., helping particular

groups obtain adequate housing) rather than speculating about

long-term effecls. And when he did speculate, he emphasized

positive effects, such as improvernents in housing quality.
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What is remarkable is that while we expected people to make a

point of who benefited from the program, [4] we did not expect

them Lo know that boLh renters and homeowners $rere eligible or

that the program would facilitate repairing and improving

existing housing (features not shared by public housing

projects). These facLs were not widely noLed. YeL abouL a

quarter of those with at leasL minimal program information

menLioned them (see Table 2.4).

As the table shows, ineligible respondents and those with better

educations, larger incomes, and higher status occupations were

most likely to mention housing effects when describing the

proSram. In conLrast, none of these respondents were

significantly more likely to mention who the program helps or

what it helps them do. [5J

Both self-interest and the capacity for abstract thought seem to

account for the difference. The potential of the program to

improve housing quality is clearly more relevant to ineligibles

than that it helps low-income renters and homeowners pay expenses

or move to better housing. And the better educated (or those

with better incomes or occupations) are likely to talk about more

abstract ideas--for example, future as opposed to immediate
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Table 2.4

AI^JARU RESPONDEN'TS WHO MTiNTIONED }IOUSlNG I,MPROVEMENT

AS PROGRAM I'URPOSE, BY RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTIC

Respondent Charac.teristic

llrlt,teat'Lon
Did not complete high school
Completed high school
Completed some collcge

llt>usehol ,l l.n,'oue
Under $10,000
$10,000-L4,999
$ 15 ,000 ()r morcl

0t'c: u.;111.'i.6n

Unskilled, trade, <'raft
Personal service, clerical
Sales, management, other

prof essi-onal

Pt,ogram Status
El igib le
Ineligible

lYO it t,orn fioT,hi " 7.1.r,a.ti.on
Knows some details
Knows uniquc, deta i Is

Percent
Iu1ent ioning

Houslng
Improvement

t5 .7
27 .4
38. 0

24.1
38. 5

21.7
1-7 1

39 .0

22.5
2r.9

40.0

20.2
33.2

SOURCE: Tabulations by HASII staff of records of the survey of ten-
.rnts and homeowrers, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Based ot 423 respondents who had some program information.
Numbers in each category may not total to 423 if data on the respond-
ent characteristic were missing. A11 relationships are significant
at the .05 level or better.

Number with
Chara ct er 1s t i c

Number
Mentloning

Housing
Improvement

130

L2L
179
12I

254
69
64

138
96

173
214

332
91

52

19
49
46

55
26
25

JI
2t

35
7t

80
35
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events, or effecLs on objects as opposed to effects on people.

TabIe 2.4 also indicaLes that sophisticated respondents wiLh

information about the unique feaLures of the program mentioned

housing effects more often than the Iess-sophisticated

ttknowledgeables. "

In general, then, the notions about the allowance program in Site

II at baseline adhered closely to the information emphasized in

the press releases and speeches of those in charge of it. They

focused more on housing concepts and lerss on value conflicts than

we expected. Controversies in the press may have increased

awareness slightly, but the substance of Lhe conflicLs was

retained by very few. As many politicians know, bad publicity is

often better than none. What audiences remember after noting

what is under attack depends on what they want to know, how that

information affects their own interests, and their capacity for

analyzing the information. The audience for the allowance

program wanted to know what benefits the program would

provide--and seemed to have absorbed that information readily.

SOURCES OF INTORMATION

Although we would like to test whether the HAO was the primary

source of informaLion about the program, we cannot. It is

impossible to teII whether a respondent goL his information from

media coverage based on an HAO press release or from an
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unsolicited news story. Nor can we separaLe HAO presentations to

community organizations or agencies from informal discussions

amonS organization members.

What we can do is rank the information sources most frequently

cited by program knowledgeables and ask which increased the

sophistication of their information. Based on a sample of 288

respondents who had some program information and were judged

knowledgeable by the interviewer, [6] we find the primary sources

were newspaper, television, and "private sources" (friends,

relatives, or neighbors); radio ranked last (see Table 2.5).

The dominant role of lhe press is not surprising, given that the

major channel of communication about the program prior to open

enrollment was the formal one of the Tribune. Nevertheless, the

role of informal communication at this early date is noteworthy.

An efficieut word-of-mouth network was apparently developing even

before the progran began. Horeover, it was not confined to any

group defined by age, education, race, income, eligibility, or

sexl whereas newspaper sources were cited more frequently by the

better educated and by proSram ineligibles. [7]

These data suggest that information is first obtained from the

media and then diffused by word of mouth to a broader audience.

t{hile the educated are somewhat more likely to get program nelJs

from the media, other Broups rely on media sources as well.
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Table 2.5

SOURCES OF PROGRAM INFORMATION A}TONG

AWARE RESPONDENTS

Percent
of 288

RespondenteSource

Newspaper
Television
Private source
HAO or Rand
Survey lnterviewer
Cormnunity or government

organization
Radlo

59
35
28
L4
L4

L2
9

SOIIRCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of
thA survey of tenants and houeowners, Slte II, baee-
1ine.

NOTE: Based on 288 respondents who had some pro-
gram lnformation and indicated its source.

Number of
Respondents

170
100

80
4L
4L

35
27
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Television is the second most frequently cited source of program

information and the less educated (as well as the elderly) are

significantly more likely Lo mention TV than the educated. [8]

But does it matLer where people heard abouL the program? Do the

channels through which information flows have any effect on how

much people know about the allowance program? The answer is, not

very much. For those with some information, we regressed

information source on our scale of program sophisLication. [9] As

Table 2.6 shows, the only informaLion source that significantly

increased program sophistication was the HAO or Rand. And only

41 people indicated that they had contacts at the HAO or Rand,

had attended HAO or Rand presentations, or had read HAO materials

describing the program. Respondent program descriptions did bear

a marked overall resemblance to official publicity, but the

similarity cannot be traced directly to HAO dominance of

communication channels .

StiII, the fact that access to HAO or Rand sources produced more

informed people is comforting. 1t suggests that program ouLreach

rnay help eli.gible households make more informed decisions about

wh,ether to apply for an allowance. It also suggests that levels

of program sophistication as well as program awareness wilI rise

as HAO outreach efforts increase.



Table 2.6

REGRESSION OF PROGRAM SOPHISTICATION ON SOIIRCE OF
INFOR}ATION: AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Regression Statistics

Variable
Value
ofF

Dependent
Program sophisticat lon

fndependent
Informatl-on soulcce

HAO or Rand
Newspaper
Survey
Radio
Televlsion
Prlvate source
Comrunity or governuent organ-

lzation

Regression constant

SOURCE: Analysis by IIASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Site II,
base1lne.

NOTE: Regression analysis was perforqed on records of 288 respondents who had some program
information and indicated its source. R2 =,06. F = 2.5 with 7 degrees of freedom. Regres-
sion coefficients are given in both measured units (b) and standard unlts (B). The independenr
variables are defined in Table 3.1. The dependent variable is described in Appendix D.

aCoefficient significantly different from zero at the .95 levet of confidence under a two-
tailed test.
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1
1

O4d
3
0
2

2

2

3

Coefficient
Unit of

Measurement a b
Standard

Error (o5)

Positive scale, 1--7

Yes 1, no = 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

no=
no=
no=
no=
no=
no=

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

= 1,
= 1,
-1- r,
= 1,
= 1,
= 1,

.229

.070
-. 060

.026
-.028

.o27

.035

1.450
. 316

-. 384
.L94

-.L28
.t34

.238

.305

.28L

.37 6

.460

.303

.30s

.413

3.288 2.2L7
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NOTES TO SECTION II

1. To mount a countyride allowance program, approvals

were needed from numerous units of local government: the

county, Lhe city of South Bend, the adjoining but much

smaller ciLy of Mishawaka, and several other incorporated

municipalities. On1y South Bend approved participation

in 1975, and the program began in that area alone.

Later, Lhe county and all t.he incorporated municipalities

within its boundaries approved participation.

2. Sears (1969) discusses levels of familiarity with

poliLica1 issues, candidates, and events among the

American electorate.

3. In fact, minorities were mentioned in less than 2 percent

of the descriptions of who benefits. The total number of Limes

unfavorable effecLs were mentioned are as follows: helping the

undeserving (4) I decreasing local control (2); downgrading

neighborhoods or the community (2) I increasing rents or taxes

(3); interfering with private enLerprise (1).
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4. Our expectations derived from earlier work on

political party images, which found that most people describe

Democrats and Republicans in terms

of who they are "for" or "against" (Converse, 1964).

5. Neither race nor age had a significant effect on

mentioning housing effects, who the program helps, or what

it helps them do. In addition, no significant

relationship was found between social background

variables and whether the respondenL mentioned the programts

experimental or research aspects, specific program

feaLures, or possible effects on the economy or

government. But the sample size for each of these

descriptions was under thirty and thus the statistical

relationships carry little weight.

6. We classified 423 respondents as having some

information about the program. However, the

interviewers failed to ask 133 of these respondents

any more questions about the allowance program. Thus,

our discussion of source of program information,

attitudes toward the program, and expectations of

proSram effects is limited to respondents we and the

interviewers judged to have some program information.

That group is biased toward those with more numerous and
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more sophisticated ideas about the allowance program.

See Sec. III for a discussion of program sophistication

measures.

7. We regressed citing the newspaper as a source of

program information on selected social background

variables. Only education and lack of program

eligibility had a significant positive effect.

8. We regressed citing

information on selected

television as a source of program

social background variables

Only age and education had significant effects.

9. The scale ranges from 1 (Ieast sophisticated) to 7

(mosL sophisLicated). A score of 1 indicates that the

r:espondent mentioned only one nonunique feature of the

program. A score of 7 indicates that he mentioned one

or more clearly unique features of the allowance

program. See Appendix D for a more complete description

of the scale.
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III. DETERMINANTS OF PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE

l.Je have shown that fewer people knew about the proSram than said

they did; that those who did know were primarily interested in

who the program helps and how it helps Lhem; that they got their

information from the media and private sources; and that their

descriptions focused on the housing-related ideas that had been

stressed by program officials. We now turn to an examination of

the determinants of program knowledge. In particular, are some

people more likely to know about the allowance program than

oLhers, or is program knowledge randomly distributed?

To answer the quesLion, we treated program knowledge as a binary

variable, assigning a score of one to respondents who had some

information about the program and a score of zero to those who

had none. I.le regressed those scores on variables describing

respondent backgrounds and attitudes. [1] t{e used a binary

dependenL variable rather than the scale of program

sophistication because preliminary results showed Lhat the

variables affecting simple awareness are different from those

associated with how much people know about the program. [2]

l.le found that our measures of social background and social

attitudes explain very little of the variance in program

knowledge. 0n the other hand, a nwlber of the variables are

significantly related Lo program knowledge in ways that are
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consistent with our model of its acquisition and absorption.

Accordingly, before presenting the empirical results, we discuss

Lhat model and its implications.

MODET 0F TNFoRMATTON ACQUISTTIoN AND ABSoRPTToN

Our conceptual approach to the determinants of program knowledge

draws on studies that isolate three stages of information

acquisiLion and absorption: exposure, attention, and retention.

We view each as a precondition for the absorption of information.

To be even minimally informed on a subject, a person must have

been exposed to some informaLion, must have attended to what he

heard or read, and must have retained some of the basic facts or

beliefs.

Many studies have shown that exposure to information is

influenced both by television, radio, and newspaper usage and by

interesL in the subject being addressed. [3] As frequency of

exposure Lo broadcasts or publications increases, so does the

probability of exposure Lo information about any public policy.

Since newspaper reading increases with education and occupational

sLatus (Schramm, 1954), so therefore does the chance of exposure

to information about the allowance program.

Interest in a subject increases the probability of selective, as

DemocraLicopposed to chance, exposure. Democrats attend
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rallies. People who want to buy a house read housing ads.

People on welfare ask abouL other goverrrment benefits. AttenLion

to what one hears or reads is also incr:eased by interest. People

planning to remodel Lheir homes are likely Lo perk up their ears

at a television story on dishonest contractors. Those who cannot

keep up with the rent pay attention to a friend's news about a

program that may supplement their budget. Finally, both

absorption and retention of information are determined by

cognitive capacity--if a person doesntt understand the word

"subsidyr" h. won'L remember it long.

Thus we view program awareness a6 determined by three classes of

variables: (a) those measuring communication habits, including

conLacts with the media or informed sources I (b) those indicating

a basis for interest in the program ("reason to know"); and (c)

those measuring cognitive capacity. We see the first two as

affecting information exposurel the second as affecting selective

attention as well; and the third as affecting information

retention. An increase in the probability of exposure,

attention, or retention should also increase awareness of the

allowance program.

We can translate these concepts into operational measures, but

not without considerable measurement error. For example, we

selected education as a measure of cognitive capaciLy. But

number of years in school only crudely approximates intellectual
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endowment. Similarly, proportionaLely more blacks than whites in

St. Joseph County are eligible for the program and thus have a

reason to be interested in it. But being black cannot be equated

with eligibility; it is an indicator of a group tendency that may

or may not be shared by all those in the group. Hence our

variables only roughly approximate the concepts themselves.

The figure shows the three stages of becoming informed and the

variables we expected Lo have an effect on each stage and hence

on program knowledge. Table 3.1 defines the variables.

In brief, we expected exposure Lo information about the allowance

program Lo ri-se with education, occupational staLus, and

frequency of organizational membership and to relate positively

to being male, eligible, black, or elderly. We thought the

status variables (education and occupation) and being male would

enhance the likelihood of reading Lhe newspaper; that

organizational linkages would increase the probability of hearing

an HAO presentationl and that being black, eligible, or elderly

would increase the probability of being told about t.he al-lowance

program.

We also expected attention to program information to be enhanced

by being black, elderly, eligible, or a renter, on the grounds

Lhat members of these groups are disproportionately likely to

benefit from allowances and therefore to have a "reason to knowt'
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Table 3.1

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TESTED FOR EFFECTS
ON PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE

Var iab 1e
Deflnltlon and

Unlt of Measurement

Race (lnterviewer's Judgment)

Educa t.1on

Age

Income

Resldentlal locatlon

Sex

Occupat lona I status

Program e11glb111ty

Tenure

Organizatlon memberships

Toward nelghborhood
lnEegrat 1on

Toward landlords

Nelglrborhood Erend (compared
wlrh lasr year)

(h^rn dwe [1lng E rentl (compared
wlth last year)

Toward renEers

'i'ow.,rd l; Iacks

Re spord,ent Clnraeteri stie s

0 = Nonblack
1 = Black

Years of schoollng

Age at last blrthday (years)

Total household lncome ($1,000)

0 = Rural
I = Urban

0 = l'lale
1 = Female

Occupatlon of head of household ranked
on a scale of prestige from I
(servlce workers) to B (professlonals)

C = Ineligible
I = Eliglble (on basls of household

slze and lncome)

0 = Homeowner
1 = Renter

Number of organizations to whlch the
respondent belongs

}?e spon,lent Atti htde s

Scale ranglng from 1 (strongly prefers
that blacks and whites live in
separare nelghborhoods) to 7 (strongly
prefers that blacks and whltes 1lve ln
same nelghborhoods)

Scale ranging from I (very unfavorable)
co 7 (very favorable)

0 = Respondent feels more satlsfied
wlth hls neighborhood or feels
about the same

I = Respondenr feels less satisfted
wlth hls neighborhood (percelved
decllne)

0 = Respondent feels more satlsfied
wlth hls houslng unit or feels
about the same

I = Respondent feels less satlsfied
wlth hls houslng unit (percelved
dec 1lne )

Scale ranging from 1 (very unfavorable)
to 7 (very favorable)

Sc;r1c' ranging from I (very unfavorable)
to 7 (very I-avor:rb1<')

S()tlR(ll'l : (iornp i lt'rl hy attlhor
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about the program. Furthermore, Ide thought attenLion might be

enhanced by an interest in housing or neighborhood issues, as

measured by percepLions of neighborhood and housing decline;

positive attitudes toward blacks and neighborhood integration;

hostility toward landlords; and residence in an urban, as opposed

to a rural, neighborhood. Finallyr we expected cognitive

capacity (as measured by education) to facilitate information

retention, i.c., the ability to undersLand a message and to

process and store the information.

This framework does not clearly separate variables that enhance

program awareness by increasing exposure to program informaLion

from those that enhance awareness by increasing information

attention or retention. We expect some exposure variables

(education) to have effects on retention as well; other exposure

variables (racer a8e, eligibility) should also increase selective

attention. Our model cannot disentangle effects on one stage of

information processing as against another, but it does provide a

framework for developing hypotheses and interpreting the results.

To the extent that our hypotheses about effect.s on program

awareness are supported, Lhe heuristic model from which they

emerge will be validated as well.

EMPIRICAI FI}IDINGS

lJhat do the data tell us about the determinants of program

knowledge? First of aII, the model explains very little of the
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variance in program knowledge (R2 = .04). In part, this result

is a methodological artifact: A binary dependent variable allows

for very litLle discriminatory power, a problem that is magnified

when only 15 percent of the sample has a value of one.

But we should not overemphasize methodological problems: The

data teII us that program knowledge was either nearly randomly

distributed among the population of St. Joseph County or that our

model omiLs important explanatory variables. We suspect R2 would

be Iarger if the survey had included variables measuring general

exposure to the media and interesL in local public affairs.

Unfortunately, it did not.

Nevertheless, a precondition for program knowledge remains

exposure to information about it. While both newspapers and

Lelevision provided opportunities for hearing about the allowance

prog,ram, the sLories were seldom on the front page or on six

otclock news broadcasts. Hence whether or not someone was

exposed to program information depended crucially on whether he

read the right page of the newspaper, turned on the television at

the right Lime, or happened to know someone who had heard of the

program and had some reason for mentioning the allowance program

to him.

Iixposure Lo program information was thus probably accidenlal or

random for most people. Still, some individual characteristics
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and attiLudes had a statistically significanL, though smaII,

effect on whether people were aware of the allowance program. We

now turn to these predictors of program knowledge.

Key Predictors of Program Awareness

Three clusters of program knowledge determinants emerged from our

regression results, shown in Table 3.2: status variables

(education and occupation); social background proxies for the

"reason to know" (race and age); and attitudinal measures of

interest in housing (positive attitudes toward neighborhood

integration, perception of neighborhood decline, and hostility

toward landlords).t41 Not surprisingly, education is the

strongest predictor of program knowledge: Along with

occupational status, it is associated with reading the newspaper

(Schramm, 1954) and thus with a higher probability of exposure to

program information. Education is also associated with increased

cognitive capacity and thus may act to facilitate retention of

the information to r+hich one is exposed. Occupational status, on

the other hand, affects information exposure but it is less clear

why it should affect attention or retention. Thus it plays a

Iesser role in increasing program arrareness.

The iuportauce of age and race stems largely from their role as

proxies for the "reason to know"--blacks and the elderly are both

disproportionately eligible for allowance benefits in St. Joseph



Table 3.2

REGRESSION OF PROGRAM AWARENESS ON RESPONDENT CHARACTER.ISTICS
AND ATTITUDES: ALL RESPONDENTS

Regression Statistics

Variable
Value
ofF

Dependent
Program avrareness

fndependent
Respondent characteristics :

Education
Age
Occupational status
Race
Household income
Organization membershiPs
Program ellglbility
Sex
Housing Eenure
Residential location

Respondent attitudes:
Neighborhood integration
Neighborhood trend
Landlords
Blacks
Own dwelling trend

Regresslon constant

SOURCE: Analysls by HASE staff of records of the survey of Eenants and homeowners, Slte II,
base1lne.

NOTE: Regresslon analysis was performed on records of 2,551 respondents who provlded lriforma-
tlon on all variables llsted. R2 = .04. F = 6.92 wlth 15 degrees of freedom. Regression coef-
flcients are glven in both measured unlts (b) and standard unlts (B). The lndependent varlables
are deflned ln Table 3.1.

aCoefflci.ent signlficantly dlfferent fron zero at the .95 level of confldence under a two-Eailed
test.

h"Coefflcient signiflcantly dlfferent from zero al the .95 level of confldence under a one-called
test.
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1
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5
3
2
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3a
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3
9

18
4
3

Coef ficient

Unit of Heasurement o b

Standard
Error

(oU)

Some = l, none = 0

Years of schooling
Years
Posltive sca1e, 1-8
Black = 1, other = Q

$1,000 per year
Number of organizations
Eligible = 1, lneligible = 0
Female = 1, male = 0
Renter = 1, owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

Positive sca1e, 1-7
Decline = 1, other = 0
Positive scale, l-7
Positive sca1e, 1-7
Decline = 1, other = 0

.096

.081

.05 7

.047

.037

.033

.033
-.o23
-.009

.003

.100

.043
-.039

.012

.020

.001

.002

.008

.o46

.002

.010

.023
-.016
-.009

.003

.o]-7

.049

.008
-.002

.019

.003

.000

.003

.021

.001

.006

.019

.015

.019

.022

.004

.o?.3

.004

.005

.020

-.178 .355
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County, [5] and publ-icity for the allowance program emphasized

that it would help the elderly. Since substantial numbers of

both groups stand to benefit from Lhe program or have friends or

relatives who cou1d, both characteristics are likely to be

associated with selective attention to program information.

The age and race variables also appear to affect program

awareness by increasing the likelihood of exposure to program

informaLion.[6] tJhile the numbers are small, blacks are

significantly more likely than whites to cite interviewers for

the earlier screening survey[7] as sources of information. That

result suggests that blacks were more likely to have their

curiosity aroused by the screening inLerview and to selectively

expose themselves to additional- information on the study.

The elderly are significantly more Iikely to cite television,

consistent with the hypothesis of greaLer probability of

exposure. Elderly people who spend much of their day watching

television would be more likely to see a program covering an HAO

event.

I'Ie also have more general attitudinal measures of interest in

housing or neighborhood issues.[8] It was stated earlier that

those who favor neighborhood integration (i.e., who prefer that

blacks and whites live in the same, as opposed to separate,

neighborhoods), those who think their neighborhood is declining,
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and those who dislike landlords are all more likely to be

familiar with the allowance program than their opposites. Why?

Possibly because each of these variables represeots a

predisposition to selectively attend to messages aboul the

allowance program.

Considering each attitude in turn, we find that being in favor of

neighborhood integration has a significant effect on program

awareness, but having favorable attitudes toward blacks does not.

RaciaI attitudes per se do not affect attention to information

about Lhe allowance proSram, but attitudes toward the racial

integration of neighborhoods are important. Those who oppose

integration appear to ignore information about a program that may

promote it; those who favor integration appear to attend to such

informaLion.

Similarly, those who think their neighborhood is declining or who

dislike landlords also attend to program information, whereas

those who like Landlords or who think their neighborhood has

improved or stayed the same do not. People whose neighborhoods

might be improved by a program that aims at upgrading existing

housing trave a reason to be interested in the allowance program.

So do people who could use an allowance Lo reduce problems with

their landlord--by prodding him to make repairs or by moving to

an apartment with more enlightened management. [9]
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Other Predictors

In surn, we found that some variables that enhance information

exposure, attention, and retention contribute to program

awareness in St. Joseph County. However, not all our theoretical

expectations about determinants of program knowledge were

supported by the data and others were supported only under a

one-tailed test of significancer[10] as the susmaries below

demonstrate:

a Number of organizational memberships. lle thought

that the more organizations people belonged to, the

more like1y they were to hear about the program

(through their organizational connections). Under a

one-tailed test, frequency of organizational membership

is positively related to program knowledge. However,

the association is weak, perhaps because the variable

does not take into account organizational type.

Belonging to three or four sports clubs is unlikely to

increase program exposure, whereas membership in a

neighborhood improvement association is quite likely

to.

Eligibility. We expected eligibiliey to fit into the

"reason to know" class of variables. For example, by

increasing a respondentrs expectations of personal

benefit, eligibility would focus his attention on

O
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program information and thus enhance his likelihood of

becoming informed. Eligibility is significant at the

.1 level under a one-tailed test, so the data indicate

slight support for the hypothesis (see Table 3.3). But

the relationship disappears when the attiludinal

variables are included in the model, indicaLing that

eligibility may measure general interest in housing and

neighborhood issues better than expected benefits.

The effects of program eligibiliLy are aLtenuated for

two reasons: Some ineligibles mistakenly think they

are eligible and some eligibles mistakenly think they

are not.[11] The poor fit between real and perceived

eligibility thus reduces the strength of this variable

as an indicator of the "reason to knowil and its power

to predict program ahrareness.

Sex. [.le expected men to be more familiar wiLh Lhe

program than women, primarily because of studies

indicating that qromen are less interested and informed

about politics than men (Campbell et aI., 1960; Lane,

1959; Milbrath, 1965). hle found that males are

slightly more Iikely to acquire program knowledger[12]

but only when the variables measuring interest in

neighborhood issues are omitted from the equation

(Table 3.3). In the allowance program, the greaLer

relevance of neighborhood quality to women (who still



Table t 3 .3

RXGRESSION OF PROGRAM AWARENESS ON RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS:
ALL RESPONDENTS

Regression Statistics

Variable
Value
of. F

Dependent
Program awareness

fndependent
Respondent characteristics :

Education
Age
Occupational status
Race
Household incoue
Organizat ion memberships
Program ellgibility
Sex
Housing tenure
Residentl.al locatlon

Regression constant

S0IIRCE: Analysis by HASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Slte II,
baseline.

NOTE: Regression analysis vas performed on records of 2,581 respondents who provided informa-
tion on all variables l-isted. Rz = .03. F = 6.92 with 10 degrees of freedom. Regression coef-
ficients are given in both measured units (b) and standard units (B). The independent varlables
are defined in Table 3.1.

aCoefflcient significantly different from zero at the .95 1evel of confidence under a two-
tailed test.

"Coefficient significantly dlfferent from zero at the .95 1evel of confidence under a one-
tal1ed test.

eCoefficient significantly different from zero at the .90 1eve1 of confidence under a one-
tailed test.
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Some = 1, none = 0

Years of schooling
Years
Positlve scale, 1-8
Black = 1, other = Q

$1,000 per year
Number of organlzatlons
Eligible = 1, inellgible = 0
Female = 1, male = 0

Renter = 1, owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

.113

.056

.0s7

.081

.032

.036

.039
-.028
-.008

.015

.013
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.008

.079

.oo2

.011

.028
-.02l-
-.007

.017

.003

.000

.004
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.001

.007

.019

.014

.019

.022

-.087 355
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spend more of their time in the home than men) may work

against any tradition that public issues are a male

domain.

Location. We expected residence in urban areas to

increase concern about neighborhood deterioration and

therefore attention to program information. It does

not. Instead of directly measuring residence in a

deteriorating neighborhood, we Iooked at perceptions of

neighborhood decline and found a significant effect on

proSram awareness.

Perceived housing decline. We hypothesized that people

who thought their own housing unit had deteri.orated

would pay more attention to information about a program

geared toward upgrading existing housing. The

relationship is very slight when we look at simple

cross-tabulationsr[13] and disappears when we control

for eligibility and income. The probable reason is

that many of those who are dissatisfied with their own

homes are clearly ineligible for an allowance and have

no reason to view any goverrunent program as a means of

reducing their dissatisfaction.

Tenure. l.Je thought renters would be more likely to

expecL benefiLs from the program than homeowners and

therefore to pay more attention to news about it. No

such relationship appears, perhaps because program

publicity emphasized that both homeowners and renters

could apply.
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a fncome. We had no clear hypothesis for income. As a

proxy for expected benefits, we would expect awareness

to decrease as income rose. As a proxy for exposure

(through newspaper reading or attendance at HAO

presentations), we would expect the opposiEe

relationship. Income turned out to be a weak proxy for

exposure and to be positively but not significantly

related to program ardareness.

Conclusions

l{e conclude, first of all, that program awareness in St. Joseph

County at baseli.ne was largely random, reflecting accidental

exposure to program information during the preadvertising period.

Second, some variables had a significant effect on program

awareness in ways consistent with our model of information

acquisition and absorption. More educaLion, higher occupational

status, being black, and being elderly aIl appear Lo enhance

exposure to program information and therefore to increase program

awareness. Being black or elderly or having an interest in

neighborhood or housing issues provides a respondent with reasons

to be interested in the allowance program and thereby focuses his

attention on what he hears about it. Being eligible for the

prograrn, or female, or a member of multiple organizations also

contributes to awareness; but the relationship is more tenuous.
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Third, the data are consistent with but cannot confirm our

hypotheses about the process of becoming informed. It follows

that education enhances information exposure and retention, that

attitudes toward neighborhood quality facilitate selecLive

attention, and that race and age affect both exposure and

aLtention. While the daLa support this logic, we cannot use them

to disentangle effects on one stage of becoming informed from

those on another.

PROGRAM SOPHISTICATION

Having asked whaL factors affect program avJareness, we now turn

to whaL affects how much people know about the program, rather

than whether they know about it at all. Our examination of

proSram sophistication is based on a scale ranging from 1 (least

sophisticated) to 7 (most sophisticated). Scores of 4 through 7

are based on analytic judgments about the quality of a

response--e.g., that the respondent mJntioned one or more unique

aspects of the allowance program or displayed knowledge of

specific proSram features or personnel. Scores of 1 Lo 3 are

based on the total number of items mentioned by respondents who

had not already received a ranking of 4 through 7. Thus

respondents who had high-quality information (specific knowledge

about the allowance program) received higher ratings than those

who gave many responses, none of which could uniquely apply to

Lhe allowance program. [14]
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The same regressions were run for sophistication as for proBram

arvareness. The hypotheses about determinants of cognitive

sophistication are similar to those for program as/areness, with

the following difference: We expected variables that presumably

enhance only exposure to information to drop out as significant

predictors. But variables thought to increase selective

attention or retention should also play a role in increasing

program sophistication.

Mere exposure to program information does not guarantee that

people will listen to or remember what they read or heard.

However, if they have reason to attend to the cormrunication, they

are more likely to pay attention to the information. And if they

pay attention, they are likely to absorb more details. Finally,

their ability to retain details should be enhanced by their

capacity to understand and remember them.

The figure earlier in this section presented our assumptionsl

Table 3.4 reports the regression results. The outcome is

surprising. Several variables that increased proSram awareness

(occupation, being eIderly, favoring integration, and disliking

Iandlords) had no significant effects on the sophistication of

program information. One (being black) had a negative rather

than a positive effect. OnIy two social background variables,

education and tenure, had the predicted effects. Among the

attitudinal variables, only perceived neighborhood deterioration
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Table 3.4

REGRESSION OF PROGRAM SOPHISTICATION ON RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND ATTITUDES: AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

RegreesLon Statistlcs

Varlable
Value
of. F

Dependent
Program sophlsticatlon

rndependent
Respondent characterLstlcs :

Educa tlon
Age
0ccupatlonal status
Race
llouseho1d inc:ome
0rganlzatlon membersh ips
Program e1lglb111ty
Sex
Houslng Eenure
Residentlal locaElon

Respondent attltudes:
Nelghborhood lntegratlon
Nelghborhood trend
Landlords
Blacks
Own dwelLlng trend

Regression constant

SOURCE: Analysls by HASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Slte II,
basellne.

NOTE: Regresslon analysls was performed on records of 379 respondents vrho had some program
lnformatlon and provlded information on all varlables llsted. Rz = .LO. F = 2.6 with 15 degrees
of freedom. Regression coefflcients are given ln both measured untts (b) and standard untts (B).
The lndependent vartables are deflned in Table 3.1. The dependent varlable 1s described ln
Appendlx D.

dCoefficlent slgniflcantly dlfferent from zero at the .95 level of confldence under a two-
taJ led test.

A'Coefficlent stgnlflcantly dlfferent from zero at the .95 1evel of confldence under a one-
tal.l ed test .

"Coefficlent stgnlfl<:antly dlfferent from zero at the .90 leve1 of confldence under a one-
tal 1ed Eest.

7a
2

2
ga

0
8
5
3.
2b
1

6

4

3
1

1.1
2.le

(
.4
.1

Coefflclent

Unlt of Measurement b

Standard
Error

(o 
b)

Posltive scale, I-7

Years of schoollng
Years
Posltlve sca1e, 1-8
Black = 1, other = 0

$1,000 per year
Number of organlzatlons
Ellgible = 1, lnellglble = 0
Female = 1, male = 0
Renter - 1, owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

Posltlve sca1e, 1-7
Decllne = l, other = 0
Positlve scale, 1-7
Posltlve scale, 1-7
Decllne = 1, other = 0

.181
-.028

.033
-.L27
-.002

.047

.049
-.027

.103

.058

.063

.076

.037
-.037
-.015

.lL7
- .028

.027
-.681
- .000

.079

.2]-4
-. 118

.549

.403

.069

.466
-.045

,046
-.090

.045

.008

.054

.310

.017

.092

.299

.231

.308

. 381

.065

.322

.055

.074

.293

1.940 2.L79
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had some effect on proS,ram sophistication, but that relationship

is very slight.

The strong effect of education suggests that program

sophistication is largely a function of the ability to process

and retain numerous and complex ideas, rather than relating to

the extent of interest in those ideas. Most of the I'reason to

knowrr variables seem to require knowing only that the program

exists and bears looking into. Among them, only tenure and

perceived neighborhood deterioraLion also contribute to how much

people know about the allowance program.

The effect of rental tenure is surprising, given that renters are

not more likely than owners to become aware of the allowance

program. It appears that once renters have some information,

they are slightly more likely to absorb more details about the

program. Similar1y, people who think their neighborhood is

declining also acquire more sophisticated program information

than those who believe their neighborhood has improved or

stayed the same.

Blacks also selectively attend to information about the allowance

program, but thelr attention does not result in their acquiring

more sophisticated program details. Yet black participation in

the program in the first months after open enrollment began was

substantial. At baseline, blacks appear to have found out enough
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about the program to call or visit the HAO but to discard further

details as superfluous.

In sum, selective attention to program information affects simple

awareness but appears to have a limited impact on how many

program details people absorb. While a variety of people have

reasons to attend to deLails about how the allowance program

differs from other housing programs, they do not all have the

motivation or ability to retain or recalI this information.

NOTES TO SECTION III

1. Since the dependent variable is not measured on an

interval scaIe, we checked our regression results

against those obtained from discriminant analysis as

we11. The regression results were supported by the

discriminant trials; we therefore report the more readily

interpreLed regressions

2. Our analysis of the determinants of program sophistication

for people with some program information is presented below.

3. For a discussion of this proposition, see hleiss (1969)

4. Including social background variables alone in the equation

yields the following ranking of significanL variables: first,
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education; then race, a8,e, and finally, occupation. When

attitudinal variables are included, education and

proinLegration attitudes tie for first, and race drops from

second to fifth. This change i,n the power of race as a

predictor reflects the fact that social background variables

such as race are often proxies for attitudes--in this case,

attitudes toward integration.

5. Thirty-four percent of all black households are eligible,

vs. 20 percent of all white households. Fifty-four percent of

all the eligible households are e1derly.

6. I,Ie regressed seven social background characteristics (race,

age, education, sex, tenure, income, and eligibility) on each

source of program infornation. Race had a significant but

small impact on survey sources only; age had a significant

impact on television only.

7. The screening survey was conducted in St. Joseph County

during JuIy and August of L974. Its purpose was to briefly

gather enough information so that the baseline sample could be

efficiently selected and standards for the experimental

allowance program set.

8. We do not mean to suggest that our measures of interest in

housing or neighborhood issues exharrsL the universe of such
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indicators. However, these items were asked of the module H

respondents rather than of both heads together. Since they

were not highly intercorrelated, we analyzed them as separate

indicators of the overall concept while recognizing that we

have not included other potentially important measures.

9. People who dislike landlords are also more likely to have

problems with them.

10. Because the sample is large, we emphasize findinge that

were significant under the more stringent two-tailed test of

significance. However, most of our hypotheses about variables

affecting program knowledge state the direction of the effect.

It is therefore appropriate to report instances in which

the hypothesis is supported under a one-tailed test.

11. Among ineligibles, 21 percent said they planned to apply

for an allowance; among eligibles, 41 percent said they did

not plan to apply. We could not include perceived eligibitity

(e.g., plans to apply) in the equation, as that information

was available for aware respondents only.

12. The relationship is significant at the .1 level under a

one-tailed test.
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13. Seventeen percent of those who think their housing unit

has deteriorated (vs. 13.9 percent of those who do not) are

aware of the prog,ram.

14. See Appendix D for a description of the scale.
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IV. PROGRAM EVATUATIONS AND TI{EIR DETERI'IINANTS

Less than a fifth of the St. Joseph County residents were aware

of the allowance program at baseline. How did these

knowledgeable people evaluate the allowance program? Were they

influenced by supporters' arguments that it would help the

deserving, upgrade existing housing, and sLimulate the local

economy? Were they swayed by opponents' fears that iL would

stimulate rent inflation, promote black mobility into white

neighborhoods, and decrease locaI control? 0r did they evaluaLe

the program on the basis of preexisting notions about the

legitimacy and utility of government aid?

OVERAII EVALUATION

To explore overall program evaluation, \./e have two attitudinal

measures: (a) the coder's judgment of a respondentrs attitude

based on his program description; and (b) the respondenE's rating

of the program as a good or bad idea, on a scale from 1 to 7.

Both measures show that very few of those with some information

view the program negatively. As shown in Table 4.1, the coders

judged only 18 percenL of those with some program information to

have any negative opinions about Ehe allowance proSram, while the

proporLion of respondents who rated the program negatively was

rrbt>ut the sirme. The coders judged half Lhe aware population to
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Table 4.1

PROGRAM EVALUATION AMONG AWARE HOUSEHOLD HEADS

Population of
Household Heads

PercentEvaluatlon

Positive
Neutral
Negati-ve

Total

Positlve
NeuEral or no opinlon
Negative

Total

Posit ive
Neut.ral
Negatlve

TotaI

Coder Judtynenta

Respond ent Jud.gment--A 7.L Those nsked.b

31. s
51 .0
L7 ,5

100.0

100.0

Respond.ent JuC.gment--Only Tlnse uith 1pintonc

53 .5
29.9
16.6

65 .0
L4.9
20.L

100. o

SOURCE: Tabulatlons by }IASE staff of records of Ehe
aurvey of tenants and homeowners, Site II, basellne.

NOTE: Entries are esElmates based on a stratifled
probabllity sample of 21775 households reporttng com-
plete household information. The population from whlch
the sample was dratm excludes landlords.

ocod"r" judged the tone of respondenE descriptions of
the allowance program. The judgments are biased toward
neutral, because coders were instructed to choose the
neutral category whenever the respondentts words did not
clearly indicate a positive or negative evaluation.

h"Respondents were asked if they had an opinion on
whether the program was a good or bad idea. If yes,
they ranked the program on a scale from 1 (very positive)
to 7 (very negative). The neutral or no-oplnion cate-
gory includes respondents who had no oplnion (N = 47) and
those who gave the program a ranklng of 4 (N = 18).

eReports program attiEudes only for respondents who
sald they had an opinion about the program and ranked [t
on a scale from l to 7. The nt'uEral category applles ttr
respondenEs who gave the progrlm a rrrnk.lng of 4'

Number of
Respondents Number

t7L
207
4s

423

3,866
6,259
2,L56

L2,280

L96
65
27

288 9,597
1,590

5
2

,135
,87 2

241

196
10
27

5, 135
L,L7 6
1 .590
7,9O1
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be neutral and about a third to be positive. Respondent ratings

reversed that order.

The differences are partly attributable to differences in the

sample of respondents covered by each part of the table, as well

as Lo differences in how the judgments were made. Coder

judgments are based on aII respondenLs who had some program

information. OnIy knowledgeables that interviewers also deemed

to be familiar with the program were asked to rank the program.

The respondent had two neutral options--to say he had no opinion

or to evaluate the program at the scale midpoint. Coders were

instrucLed to use the neutral category whenever the respondent's

words were not unmisLakably positive or negative. CIearly,

respondents were more likely to choose a positive than a neutral

alternative when specifically asked to evaluate an object or

concept.

Nevertheless, the message is clear: Whichever measure we use,

four-fifths of the knowledgeable households were either favorably

disposed toward the allowance program or at least not clearly

against it. 0n1y a fifth disapproved of the program, and that

figure remains sLable whether we look at coder judgments,

respondent rankings that include people with no opinion, or

respondent rankings that omit those without opinions.
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These results are consisLent with the findings of other studies

of social issues and policies.[1] Very small percenLages of the

public give "outspokenly critical evaluations" of schools,

police, or government agencies (Key, 1961). Evaluations of

presidential performance are invariably positive (at least 60

percent or more) in the first few weeks af,ter the inauguraLion.

And even after lJatergaLe, less than 30 percent of the American

public said t.hey had little or no confidence in a wide variety of

public institutions (Lipset, 1976)

We conclude that St. Joseph County reflects the disposition of

the American public to give government programs the benefit of

the doubt, at least until there are concrete reasons to judge

them otherwise. But this favorable climate is somewhat "spongy."

Comparing scale evaluations with the actual reasons offered for

rating the program positively, negativelyr or in between, there

is a higher proportion of conditional or negative reasons for

choices than actual in-between or negative ratings. The table

below compares the percentages of each type of evaulation for

241 awate respondenLs:

Type of Evaluation Positive
Neutral or
Conditional

6

Negatlve

Sca1e Rating
Open-ended Response

82.2
77 .2

6
616.

LL.2
L7.8
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As the table shows, more people use negative wording than provide

negative ratings, more people use condi-tional wording than

provide neutral raLings, and fewer people use positive wording

than provide positive ratings.

Our study thus shows that when forced to evaluate the program on

a scale, people tend to bias Lheir raLings posiLively. When

allowed to express their feelings in their own words, they reveal

more uncertainty and complexity--either by providing conditional

responses ("it's a good program but I hope it wontt lead to

waste,") or by offering both positive and negative reasons for

their choice ("it helps the deserving but it may be abused by

cheatsr'). These reservations suggest that program support at

baseline was somewhat unstable and could be either eroded or

solidified by Iater information about program operations.[2]

REASONS FOR OVERALL EVALUATION

There is general agreement among social scientists that

preexisting orientations toward the scope of government as well

as toward poliLical insLitutions, officials, and groups influence

perceptions of issues and candidates, and affect voting behavior

itself.[3] Moreover, such orientations as a basic

Iiberal/conservative posture or atLitudes toward political

insti Lut.i<>us and groups change very slowly (Sears, 1969) .

Perceptions of a new policy such as Lhe allowance program are
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thus Iikely to be strongly influenced by such predispositions.

For example, a conservative posture toward government expansion

may lead to a negative evaluation of the proSram, irrespective of

information on its philosophical underpinnings or effects.

Similarly, those who view Sovernment officials as incompetent or

corrupt may oppose the program no matter how efficienLly and

honestly it is run.

Our sludy showed that public controversy over program

participation did not filter down to the averaSe citizen in St.

Joseph County. Yet people formed opinions about the allowance

program, whether or not they noticed Lhe political debates. Upon

what were these opinions based?

Table 4.2 shows that ideas about the nature of potential

recipients, the appropriate role of government in providing

services to its citizens, and the honesty and competence of

public officials were the most frequent explanations offered to

support respondent rankings--regardless of whether the reason

supported a positive, negative, or conditional evaluati.on. Fewer

respondents commented about how the program helps people, iLs

effects on housing, neighborhoods, or the county as a whoIe, or

its administrative features.

Simply put, people tended to react to the allowance program in

terms of their attitudes about the types of people who benefit
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Table 4.2

RESPONSES RELATED TO PROGRAM EVALUATION:
AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Response CategorY

Percent of
24)- Aware

Respondent s

Positiue Contments About :
I^Iho is helped
Program scope and credibilitya
Potential effects on recipients
Potentlal effects ()n housing or

cornmrrnlt y
Specific proBram features

t)ctntli,tion.al ( ;orrments About :
Who is herlped
Program r. rt'<iib'rl Ltyb
Otht r

NrtllaLittr: ()onmcnLs About :
Who ls helped
Progranr s('ope and credlbi 11t ya
Potcrntl;r1 c.ffects ()n recipicnts,

housing, ()r community
Specif ir: program features

41.9
34.4
32.8
24.1

2.L

6

2.9
s.8
8.3

2

3

2.9
2.9

11.

SOIIRCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey
of tenants and homeornmers, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Based oa 241 respondents who ranked the program on
a scale from 1 (very positive) Eo 7 (very negative).

4Includes general evaluations of the desirability of "this
kind of programttas well as comments on its potentlal for waste
or abrrse.

h"Comments that the program is a good idea if 1t is not abused
or does not cause waste.

Number of
Respondent s

1

7

5

101
83
79
58

7

t4
20

15
28
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from social programs, abouL welfare in general, and about waste

and abuse in government, in that order. Ideas about effects on

finances, homes, neighborhoods, or the general community were

less important. In fact, people made up their minds very

sensibly: Lacking evidence about what the program would achieve

most SeneraIized from their existing notions about government

proSrams.

UNDERLYING SOCIAL ATTITUDES

When people in St. Joseph County talk about who should be helped,

what government should or should not do, or how programs should

be managed, they typically have a mix of moral and practical

concerns: what should be done, what needs to be done, and what

can be done. As Table 4.3 shows, Ehe "rightl or,wrong" kind of

recipient was most often described in terms of whether he

deserved or needed help. The right or wrong role for governmenL

was similarly described: Government help with housing is

appropriate either because people have a right to a decent

sLandard of living or because they need better Iiving conditions.

It is inappropriaLe because it is a "giveaway" and people should

work for what Lhey geL. The government's competence in providing

such services was evaluated in terms of avoiding bureaucratic

waste and controlling abuse by people who do not really need

help.
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Table 4.3

ATTITUDES UNDERLYING PROGRA},I EVALUATION BY UNIFYING
THEME: AT.IARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Respondent Attitude,
by Theme

Scope cf Gouernment

Government aid (welfare) desirable
Itrs a rlght
Itrs needed

Ciovernment aid undesirable
Program generally deslrable/

undesirable
Federal conErol trndeslrable

Total
Abuse or. Waste

PercenE of
Total

Responses

29.4

20.3
L2.L
8.2
5.2

Program an lmprovement over others
Negative backlash from other

programs
Management possibly incompetent,

recipients dishonest
Services duplicated elsewhere

To Eal

Who Pnocyrtm Benefi. bs

Helps needy
Helps/does not help specific gro(rp
Does nor help needy or deserving
May help wrong people
Helps deserving

Total

6.9

5.6

18.3

52.3

Total responses 100.0

SOURCE: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey of
tenants and homeordrrers, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Includes only responses dealing wiEh the three themes
11sted.

3.3
.6

5.2
.6

.9

.6

.3

.9

.6

22
20

3

2

2

Number of
Responses

Percent of
Category
Total

160

10
2

90

2L

t7

62
37
25
16

t6
2

56

70
63
10

9

B

100.0

37 .s

30.4

100.0

100.0

68.9
41 .1
27 .8
17 .8

11.1
2.2

43. 8
39.3
6.3
5.6
5.0

28.6
3.5

306
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Appropriateness of Government Aid

Peop1e in St. Joseph County who could fit the allowance program

within their notion of the appropriate role of government either

said it was needed in these times of inflation, unemployment, and

high housing costs or that unfortunate people should be helped

because everyone has a right to a decenL income or decent

housing. When they saw the program as inappropriate, they had

similar notions cloaked in the negative: Such proSrams are

giveaways to those who do not need or deserve help; they decrease

initiative, and Lhe taxpayers' money should not be used to

subsidize them. The issue of loca1 versus federal control, which

figured strongly in debates on program participation, lras

mentioned by only two respondents.

Who Program Should Help

Feelings about Lhe appropriate scope of governmenL are repeated

in descriptions of Lhe right and wrong kind of recipient. In St.

Joseph County, the program is considered good if it will help

those who need or deserve it: people who have inadequate

financial resources because they're out of a job, don't earn

enough, or live on a fixed income, or people who work hard and

try to better themselves. The wrong recipients either have

enough money to live on and are freeloaders or cheats, or they

are loafers whc don't want to work or let money slip through
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their fingers. People on welfare

or noL deserving it, depending on

may be viewed as needing help

who is talking.

Whether one is white or black, young or old, has children or not

or is a renter or a homeowner is peripheral to the concept of the

right or wrong kind of recipient. But some people said they

liked the program because it helps specific groups, notably the

elderly, renters, and homeowners.[4] No one said the program is

bad because it helps blacks. However, as we show below, racial

prejudice does have a negative impact on program evaluati-ons,

although it is not mentioned spontaneously.

How Program Should Be Managed

Of 56 comments on the theme of bureaucratic waste, inefficiency,

and dishonesty, 29 percent included the idea that t.he program

would be poorly managed or taken advantage of; 30 percent

referred to negative experiences with goverrunent programs in the

past; and 3.5 percent included the notion that the program

duplicated other services. However, 38 percent were favorable

towar:d the allowance program just because iL was an improvement

on other programs--that it might be less complex, reduce

duplication, utilize existing resources, and avoid Lhe mistakes

of untested projects. These responses show differentiation

beLween preexisLing notions about bureaucraLic waste and abuse

and new ideas abouL how the allowance program might be different.
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NeverLheless, Lhe people who evaluated the allowance program on

its own terms were ouLnumbered by those who saw it in the context

of preexisting views of government programs in general. If

respondents opposed welfare and subsidies, if they pictured the

typical recipient of government aid as an undeserving freeloader,

and if they saw government officials as incompetent or worse,

they disliked the allowance program. If they approved of

government aid or thought many people either needed or deserved

assistance, they liked the program.

Lacking experience with the program itself, people had little

other basis than predisposition on which to judge it. Still,

some respondents in St. Joseph Count-y did base their evaluations

on the program itself: expectations about its effects, attitudes

toward program feaLures, and notions that it was different from

other housing programs. If we find that such differentiation

expands under actual program operations, we can surmise Lhat

people are judging Lhe allowance program on its own strengths and

weaknesses rather than on those of other programs.

CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING EVALUATION

Although we would have liked to use measures of the broad

dispositions described above as predictors of attitudes toward

the allowance program, most of the appropriate items were not

included in the survey instrument. [5] While we can examine the
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degree to which attitudes about race or toward

program opinion, vre cannot tesL how preexisting

scope of government, the honesLy and competence

renters influence

officials, or people on welfare affect aLLitudes

program itself.

ideas about the

of government

toward the

What other factors might affect program approval or disapproval?

CIearly, self-interest--the expectation of deriving benefits (or

sufferi"ng costs) from the program--might affect the judgments of

some. But others might view the program posiLively because it

helps people or improves the general community, even though they

themselves do not expect to benefit directly.

The data suggest, however, that neither self-interest nor public

concern, at least as measured by Broup characteristics, has much

effect on program approval or disapproval. Tab1e 4.4 presents

regression results for social background indicators only. Of the

variables we considered as poLential proxies for expected

benefiLs (being eligible, black, elderly, a renter, or an urban

resident), only eligibility and tenure have significant effects

on program evaluation.

NoLatrly, r:ei Lher blacks nor the e I derly are more Iikely Lo

to knowil does notapprove the progranr. CIearIy, having a ttreason
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REGRESSION OF PROGRA]'I EVALUATION ON RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS:
AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Regression Statistlcs

Value
ofFVariable

Dependent
Program evaluation

fndependent
Education
Age
Occupational status
Race
Household income
Organ ization memberships
Program ellgibility
Sex
Housing tenure
Residential location

Regression constant

SoURCE: Analysis by HASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Site II,
baseline.

NOTE: Regression analysis vas perforned on records of. 224 re;pondents who had some program
information and provided infornation on all variables listed. ,t" = .10. F = 2.31 with 10
degrees of freedom. Regression coefficients are given in both measured units (b) and standard
unlts (B). The independent variables are deflned in Table 3.1. The dependent variable ls a 7-
polnt scale ranglng fron I (most negati.ve) to 7 (most positlve).

aCoefficient significantly different from zero at the .95 leve1 of confidence under a two-
tailed test.

h"Coefficient significantly different from zero at the .95 leve1 of confidence under a one-
tailed test.

1 4
0
5
2

2

3
g?
1bt7.
B"
0

2

3

3

2

1

@
tv

Coefficient

B b

Scandard
Error
(cb)Unit of Lleasuremenf

.105

.001
-.059

.030

.031

.107

.165

.133

.1,27

.058

. 051

.000
-.036

.128

.005

.133

.556

.442

.521

.405

.043

.008

.053

.299

.014

.089

.282

.230

.3t4

.409

P<.rsitive sca1e, 1-7

Years of schooling
Years
Positi.ve scale, 1-8
Black = 1, other = 0
$1,000 per year
Number of organizatl,ons
Eligible = 1, ineligible = 0
Female = 1, male = 0
Renter = 1, owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

5.364 L.662
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necessarily predispose one favorably toward the program. At

least in our sample, enough blacks and elderly people appear to

doubt that they will benefit from the program to preclude any

general association bet.ween race or age and program

evaluation.[6]

Owners, on Lhe other hand, show a tendency to be negative and

women to be positive. Owners, as a classr may see the program as

helping oLhers but not themselves.[7] In contrast, women are

more likely than men to take nurturant positions on many public

policies. [8] Perhaps this tendency contributed to supporL for a

government program thaL "helps those who need it."

Neither education, income, nor occupational status had a

significant effect on program eval.uation. Having higher

education, income, and occupational status could characterize

respondents who expect the program to benefit others at a cost to

themselves. On the other hand, those characteristics have also

been found to correlate with a greater concern about the public

interest (Banfield and ldilson, 7964). The self- versus

public-inLerest hypotheses counteract each other in their

expected impact on program support. It is not surprising,

therefore, that none of these varjables is significant.

\rr<' torrrrrl , Irowever', L.hrrL modifying the model to include attitudes

toward blacks and renters, as well as indicators that the
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respondent expects the program to affecE himself, his

neighborhood, or the county (Tab1e 4.5), explains more than twice

as much of the variance in program evaluation as do the less

direct measures alone (Table 4.4). t9] The strongest predictor is

a respondentrs intention to apply for an allowance, followed by

negative attitudes toward blacks, renters, and integration.

Expectations of effects on one's neighborhood and being an owner

have the same coefficients but opposite signs. Eligibility drops

out as a predictor, replaced by the more accurate measure of

expectations--p1ans to apply.

These results Lell us first. of all that people who expect to

benefit from the program like it the best. People who plan to

apply are the most supportive of the program, but those who

expect their neighborhoods to be affected also view it

positively.[10]

Second, benevolence seems to extend only to a respondent's

immediaLe neighborhood. Anticipated neighborhood effects include

housing improvements that might increase property values and

directly benefit Ehe respondenL. But the mosL frequently

mentioned neighborhood effect \,ras helping others (to pay their

bills, to move, or Lo feel better), an indication that concern

for the public interest also generates favorable responses to the
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Table 4.5

]TECRESSION OF PROGRAM EVALUATION ON RNSPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND ATTITUDES: AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Regresslon Statistlcs

Variable

Dependent
Program evaluatlon

fndependent
RespondenL characterlstlcs:

Iidu cat ion
ABe
Occupational staEus
Ra c,e

Horrsehold lncome
0rgimlzat i <ln rnenrbt:rships
I)r()granr eligibl I lty
Sex
Ht>uslng fenure
Rr,sldent lal location

Respondent attl tudes:
Nelghborlrood lntegrat lon
Nelghborhood trend
Renters
Blacks
Own dwelllng trend
Has plans to apply
Expects effects on household
lixpects effects on nelgh-

borhood
Expects effects on county

Value
ofF

5.ga
.0

5.Oa
7.6d

.0
11.84

.3

1
I
1

I
3

4

6

0
6
7

7

5

7.
ID
5a
2

7a
7

5

Regression constant:

SOURCE: Analysls by HASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeorrners, Slte II,
basellne.

NOTE: Regresslon analysis was performed on records of 222 regpondents who had some program
lnformarlon and provlded information on all variables listed. Rz = .25. F = 3.8 vrith 18
degrees of freedom. Regresslon coefflcients are given ln both measured units (b) and standard
untts (B). 'the lndependent varlables are deflned ln Table 3.1. The dependent varlable is a 7-
point scale ranglng from 1 (most negatlve) to 7 (most posltlve).

ilCoefftclenc slgnlflcantly dlfferent from zero at the .95 level of confidence under a two-
ta.l Ied te sr.

'(joefflclent slgnlflcantly dlfferent fronr zero at the .95 level of confldence under a one-
tailed test.

Coefficlent

UnlE of Measurement B b

Standard
Error

(ol)

Posltive sca1e, 1-7

Years of schooling
Years
Posltlve sca1e, 1-8
Black = 1, other = 0
$1,000 per ye:rr
Number of organlzations
Ellgtble = I, inellglble = 0
Female = 1, nr:rle = 0
Renter - 1, owner = 0
Urban - 1, rrrral = 0

Posl Elve scirlt:, 1-7
Decllne = 1, other = 0
Positlve sca1c, I-7
Positlve scaIc, 1-7
Decllne = l, other = 0
Yes = 1, no = 0
Yes=1,no=0

Yes=1,no=0
Yes=1rno=0

.064
-.006
-. 060
-.092

.099

.083
-. 108

. 119

. 154

.031

. 17l

. 001
-.t79

.207

.004

.277
-.041

.154

.056

.032
-.001
-,037
-. 395

.018

.103

. 365

. 396

.638

.181

-.L49
.011
.201

-.203
.017
.946

-. 138

.519

.337

.044

.008

.0s0

. 300

.014

.083

.278

.223
,302
.387

.061

.26r

.082

.07 4

.270

.276

.266

.217

. 391

L.6633.889
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allowance program.[11] StiII, public interest does not stretch

very far, for expectations of effects on the larger community of

St. Joseph County do not significantly enhance program approval.

Third, attitudes toward particular groups strongly influence

proSram evaluations. People who are hostile toward blacks and

against neighborhood integration are considerably more likely to

disapprove of the allowance program than are their opposites. [12]

Given the frequency with which respondents explained their

program evaluations j-n terms of attitudes toward the scope of

government and official honesty and competence, it is likely that

these political orientations (had they been included) would have

been significant predictors as we11.

NOTES TO SECTION IV

1. For a discussion of the wealth of data supporting the

notion that Americans are inclined to evaluate public

institutions and figures favorably, see Sears (1969).

2. They also suggest that attitudes are more complex than the

standard forced-choice survey questionnaire aIlows them to be.

Some people may entertain simultaneously positive and negative

ideas I others respond to an untested concept by qualifying

their judgment. The closed item or scale does not capture

this complexity, but it is Lhere and should not be ignored in

discussions of attitudes toward public policies.
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3. See Sears (1969) and Weiss (1969) for a discussion of the

pertinent Iiterature.

4. Out of 133 statement.s that the allowance program is a good

idea because of who it helps, 55 (41 percent) mentioned

particular groups, such as the elderly (19 "votes"), renters

(9 votes), and homeowners (7 votes). OnIy 8 comments against

specific groups were recorded.

5. See pp. 9-10.

6. This interpretation receives some support from Lhe resulLs

of Table 4.5, which controls for both expectaLions of applying

and effects on one's neighborhood. In contrast with Table

4.4, Lhe coefficients for race and age in this regression are

negative (but not significant), suggesting that blacks and

elderly who do not expect the program to benefit themselves or

their neighborhood may actually be inclined against it.

7. The negative coefficient for owners is higher in Table 4.5,

which controls for people who plan Lo apply or who expect

their neighborhood to be affected by the program.

8. Women are less likely than men to approve of harsh

punishments such as the death penalty and more like1y to

support policies such as amnesty for draft resisters and

nonnriliLary aid to other nations (GaIIup,19721 Hero, 1968).
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9. I./e presented social background variables separately in

Table 4.4 to poinL out group tendencies that might be

influenced by atLitudinal measures.

10. Note thaL expectation of effects on one's household, while

not significant, has a negative sign. This anomaly occurs

because the variable measuring plans to apply controls for

most of the positive household effects, allowing those who

expect to be negat.ively affected to dominate the household

effect measure. Similarly, the neighborhood and county effect

coefficients are diminished somewhat by the inclusion of a

small proporLion of respondents who expect the effects to be

negative.

11. See Table 5.7 below for data on how people expect their

neighborhoods to be affected.

12. Curiously, people who dislike renters are also more likely

to approve of the program. This result is difficult to

interpret. Perhaps homeowners (who are disproportionately

likely to be antirenter) view the program as a mechanism for

improving unsightly apartment buildings.
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V. PROGRAI"I EXPECTATIONS AND THEIR DETERUINANTS

Section II noted that anticipated effects of the allowance

program were not its salient features for most of those who knew

about it. They chose Lo describe the program in terms of who it

helps and how, rather than how it might affect them, their

neighborhood, or the larger corununity. The question remains, did

they really view the program as an island unto itself, or did

Lhey simply consider unknown future effects less pertinent than

short-term goals?

In fact, nearly three-quarters of the households with some

program knowledge did expect the allowance program to have

consequences for their community--consequences the great majoriLy

viewed as positive. And while they couched their expectations

largely in terms of who the program helps and how, more than a

third also mentioned longer range effects on housing or the

quality of the community.

As Table 5.1 shows, 18 percent of the aware households expected

to apply to the allowance program. When asked if they thought

Lhe program would af fr,'ct Lhem, their neighborhood, or the

comrnunity, 4 perc:ent more thought their household would be

affectedl almost a third said it would affect their neighborhood;

and about three-guarters thought it would affect the county.

Surprisingly, 27 percent of those who said they planned to apply
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also said the program would not affect their household. Either

they had little hope of actually qualifying for an allowance or

they failed to consider the implications of Lheir plans to apply

The table shows thaL as the scope widens from one's own household

to the neighborhood and finally the county, an increasing

proportion of aware households expecLs the prog,ram to have an

effect. WhiIe knowledgeables did not emphasize distant events

when describing Lhe program, they nevertheless had expecLations

about its consequences. They also tended to view the allowance

program as more relevant to the county as a whole than to their

neighborhood or family.

Very few people expected the program to have adverse effects.

Nine respondents mentioned negative effects on their household,

10 expected their neighborhood to be harmed, and 31 expected Lhe

county to suffer (see Tabl-e 5.2). Dominant fears were that

undesirable people would move in; that taxes, rents, and

inflation would increasel or that property values would decline.

While worries about the county were primarily economic, fears

about one's own neighborhood were dominated by social concerns:

how Lhe neighbors might change, not how property values might be

affected. [ 1 I
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Table 5

PROGRAI'I EFFECTS ANTICIPATED

I

BY AWARE HOUSEHOLD HEADS

Correspondlng Populatlon
of Household Heads

Effectd

Household:
Dlrect (pIan to apply)
Dlrect and lndirect

Ne ighborhood
CounEywide

SOURCE3 Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey of
tenants and homeowners, Slte 1I, baseline.

NOTE: Entries are estlmates based on a straEified probabillty
sample of 2,715 households reportlng complete household informaEion.
The populat.lon from whlch the samprle was drawn lncludes tenant and
homeowner households but not those of landlords.

t'E*.upt for dlrect household beneflts (expected by those who say
they plan co apply), Ehe antlcipated effects may be viewed by the
respondent as either deslrable or undeslrable. Not al.1 of rhose who
said they expecEed to apply also sald they expected the program to
affect thelr household.

L"Based on an estlmated rotal of 12,280 households having some in-
formation abouE the allowance program.

cBased on an esElmated total of 72,332 tenanc and homeowner house-
ho[ds in St. Joseph CounEy (excludlng landlords).

Table 5.2

AWARE RESPONDENT EVALUATION OF ANTICIPATED PROGRAI"I EFFECTS

Percent of Respondents by
Evaluatlon of Anrlclpated Eff

Effecc Total

Percent of
Al1 Headsc

2.9
3.7
5.3

11.6

ecr

Household
Nelghborhood
Countywlde

SOURCE: Tabulatlons by HASE staff of records of the survey
of tenants and homeowners, SiEe II, basellne.

NOTE: Based on the numtrer of respondents who had scme progran
lrrformation and who said that they expected the pr:ogram to affect
thelr household, chelr nelghborhood, or the county, The respond-
cuLrs irttlLude toward the ernLlclpated effect was derived from
coder -judgments of Ehe evaluirtlve nature of rhese descrlptions,

100.0
100 .0
100.0

Number of
RespondenEs Number

Percent of
Aware Headsb

104
107
154
2so

2,206
2,784
3,923
8,598

L7 .9
22.1
31.9
73.3

Number of
Res pond en ts PoslElve Neur ra 1 Negat 1ve

107
154
250

72.9
79.9
7 5.6

7

6

0

18
13
I2

8.4
6.5

t2 .4
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ANTICIPATED EFFECTS ON RESPONDENT HOUSEHOIDS

Table 5.3 shows that most people who anticipated effects on their

household thought they would directly result from receiving a

housing allowance. The most frequenLly mentioned direct benefiLs

were help with expenses, upgrading onefs home, and being enabl ed

to move to a better unit or neighborhood. The most immediate

direct benefiL--more money--was also the most frequently

mentioned. Benefits that require additional effort after

enrollment, such as fixing up the unit or moving, were mentioned

Iess often.

However, a substantial proportion (25 percent) of those who

anticipated program effects on their household did not plan to

apply for an allowance. Those people envision more indirect

effects, mostly changes in t.heir neighborhood or in the economy.

They are also more like1y to expect these effects to be negative.

(A11 the respondents who thought. their household would be

adversely affected are from this group.)

Reasons for Not Applying

Eighty-two percent of all aware households in St. Joseph County

did not plan Lo apply for a housing allowance in the spring of

1975. As Table 5.4 shows, most of those who said they would noL

apply did so mainly because they thought they were ineligible or
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Table 5.3

HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS ANTICIPATED BY AWARE RESPONDENTS

Ef fec E

Percent of 107
Respondent s

Dlrect 74.8
33.6
19. 6
16. 8
25.2

Help houserhold flnanclal ly
Upgrade householdts unit
A1low household to move
otherb

Indlrect
Affect area or its resldent.s
Affect economy
Otherc

SollRCE: Tabulatl.ons by HASE staff of records of the sur-
vey of t(lnants and homeovmtrrs, Slte II, base11ne.

NOT'E: Bzrsed on 107 rcspondents who had some program in-
format lon and wlro slrld Elrt'y expected the pr()gram to af fect
thelr lrousehold.

tI
Wlr l. le 104 respondents sald they pl-anned to app.ly for an

al1ow:rnt:e, only 80 des<:ribcd sprrcific dlrcct effects on thelr
househo I d.

b
Other dlrt'r't effects inclrrde explicit sfatemcnts that the

rt,spondent plans to apply or expects hls psychologlcal we1 l-
beIng Lo Improvc.

. Otll(,r Indlrcct effet:tr; lncIude statenlcnts aborrt friends
applylng, lirndlord repalrs, and expected lncrease in govern-
ment lr)tL.rft'rence.

Table 5.4

REASONS AWARE RESPONDENTS DO NOT PLAN TO APPLY

25 .2
1,1.2
8.4
8.4

Re;rson

(it-nera I lnt'1 Ig lb I I ity (no r(!as()lr
given)

Not eligib le be<'ause of progr:tn
requi remen t s

Prtde or embarrassment
Disl.lkes program concept
Other

PercenE of 178
Responden t s

55.5

29 .8
18.0
4.5
2.2

SOURCE: Tabulations by IIASE staff of records of the survey of ten-
anEs and homeor^mers, Site II, baseline .

NOTE: Based on 178 respondtnts who had some program information and
who sald the.y did not plan to apply for an allowance.

Number of
Responden ts

g0a
36
2t
t8
27

27
t2

9

9

Nrrmber of
Re spondent s

99

32
6
4
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did not need the help. However, 18 percent indicated that pride

or embarrassment would prevent Lhem from applying, and another 5

percent felt restrained by opposition to "handouts" or distrust

of the government. While only a few cited these restraints, they

may indicate a source of resistance to the program among people

who both know something about it and are not obviously

ineligible.[2]

Factors Affecting Plans To Apply

The people who plan to apply come largely from the ranks of the

eligible, the black, the nonelderly, and the less educated (see

Table 5.5). Curiously, the negative effect of education on plans

to apply holds even when income and eligibility are controlled,

perhaps reflecting future income expectations of young, educated

householders. Low-income people 
"'iL 

'Hor" likely to apply,

whether or not they are eligible for an allowance. However,

tenure has no effect. Eligible renters are no more likely to

plan on applying for a housing allowance than are eligible

homeowners.

The single attitudinal variable that affects plans to apply is

the logical one: dissatisfaction with one's housing unit.

Neither attitudes toward blacks, integration, or landlords nor



Table 5.5

RNGRESSION OF PLANS TO APPLY ON RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND ATTITUDES: AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Regression Statistics

Varlable
Value
ofF

Dependent
Plans to apply

fndependent
Respondent characteristics :

Educatlon
Age
Occupational status
Race
Household lncome
Organizat ion memberships
Program ellgtbility
Sex
Houslng tenure
Residentlal location

Respondent attitudes:
Own dwelling trend

Regression constant

SOURCE: Analysis by HASE staff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Site II,
basel ine .

NOTE: Regression analysis was performed on records of 265 resRondents who had some Progr:ul
informatlon and provided informatlon on all varlables llsted. Rz = .27. F -- 8.41 with 11 degrees
of freedom. Regression coefficients are given in both measured unlts (b) and standard units (8).
The lndependent varlables are defined ln Table 3.1,

aCoefficlent slgnlflcantly dlfferent from zero ac the .95 level of confldence under a Erdo-
talled test.

A"Coefficlent signiflcantly different from zero at the .95 Ievel of confldence under a one-
tailed test.

5

5

1

8

3

5

\o

3a
ga

I
3?
2D

6
4a
8
2

1

h
9"4

Coef ficient

Unit of MeasuremenE B b

Standard
Error

(ob )

-.164
-. 158
-.074

.169
-. 118

.045

.166

.0s0
-.029

.019

725

-.024
-.005
- .013

.207
-.006

.016

.163

.o49
-.034

.0 33

153

. 011

.002

.013

.072

.004

.ozt

.070

.056

.076

.097

.069

Years of schoollng
Years
Positive sca1e, 1-8
Black = 1, other = 0

$1,000 per year
Number of organizations
Ellglble = 1, ineligible = 0
Female = 1, male = 0
Renter = 1, owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

Decline = 1, other = 0

Yes = 1, no = 0

.483.955
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perceived neighborhood decline has any significant effect on this

decision.

Even controlling for eligibility, blacks are significantly more

Iikely than whites to think they will apply for an allowance. 0n

the other hand, Lhe older a person, the less likely he is to

apply and the more likely to explain his decision against

applying as due to pride, embarrassmenL, or disapproval of the

pro8,ram. [t] tnus the elderly in St. Joseph County constitute a

pool of resistance to program participation, whereas blacks

represent a counterforce of active support. But, as we saw in

Sec. IV, neither group is significantly more likely to approve or

disapprove Lhe program in general. What is at issue is not

approval or disapproval of the concepL of government support, but

attitudes toward the idea of receiving such support oneself.

That these two groups should display sharply opposed attitudes

toward participation in the allowance program is not surprising.

As a group, blacks have a history of accepting government aid,

which reinforces their perception of its legitimacy. In

contrast, many elderly first face the need for supplemental

support when they retire, but their own experience has not

prepared them to accept it.
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Factors Affecting Anticipated Household Effects

AImost three-quarters of those who expected the program to affect

their household also planned to apply for an allowance. Not

surprisingly, therefore, being black and being eligible both

significantly affect anticipations of program effects on one's

household (see Table 5.6). Yet the other variables that predict

plans to apply (education, iger income, and perceived decline of

one's unit) do not have a significant influence on anticipated

future effects on one's household.

This apparent conLradicLion is a result of tabulating together

all Lhose who expect indirect, as well as direct, effects on

their household. Those who see the program as affecting

themselves through its effects on others do not seem to have any

demographic characLeristics in common, although they apparently

share opposition to blacks and whites living in the same

neighborhood. People who are against neighborhood integration

are more likely to think their household will be affected by the

program and to view the consequences as negative, €.9. to fear

that the aLlowance program wiII bring about racial mixing in

rierighborhoods. 'Ihis fear appears limited to whites, for none of

the black respondents who anticipated household effects described

Lhem negatively.



Table 5.5

REGRESSION OF ANTICIPATION OF HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS ON RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND ATTITUDES: AWARE RESPONDENTS ONLY

Regression Statistlcs

Variable
Value
ofF

Dependent
Expects household to be

affected by program

fndeperul.ent
Respondent characteristics :

Educatlon
Age
Occupational status
Race
Household income
0rganlzatlon membershlps
Program eligibility
Sex
Housing tenure
Residential location

Respondent attitudes:
Neighborhood integration
Neighborhood trend
Landlords
Blacks
Own dwelling trend

Regression constant

SOURCE: Analysis by IIASE sraff of records of the survey of tenants and homeowners, Sit.e II,
baseli-ne.

NOTE: Regression analysis was perforrned on records of 265 respondents wtro had some program
information and provided information on all variables listed. R2 = .21. F = 4.54 with 15 degrees
of freedom. Regression coefficients are given in both measured units (b) and standard units (B).
The lndependent variables are defined in Table 3.1.

dCoefficlent signlflcantly dlfferenE from zero at the .95 1evel of confldence under a two-
Eailed test.

.8

.8

.1
4.44

.7

.0

1.l

a

.5
)

.0

.lt

\c
@ga13.

od5

1

Coefficient

B b

Standard
Error

(a 
b)Unit of Measurement

Years of schooling
Years
Posi,tive scale, 1-8
Black = 1, other = 0

$1,000 per year
Nuuber of organizations
Eligible = 1, ineligible = 0
Female = 1, male = 0
Renter = 1r owner = 0
Urban = 1, rural = 0

Posirive scaler l-7
Decline = 1, other = 0
PosiEive sca1e, 1-7
Posirive sca1e,1-7
Decline = 1, other = 0

Yes=1,no=0

-.068
-.063
-. 017

. 135
-.059

.005

.278

.065
-.047
-.024

-.t47
.07 3

-.026
-. 002

.039

-.010
-.002
-.003

.165
-.003

.oo2

.273

.063
-.056
-.041

.037

.098

.007

.001

.047

.011

.002

. 013

.079

.004

.022

.073

.059

.081

.103

.017

.080

.017

. 019

.0 7s

.831 .483
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Surprisingly, opponents of integration are not more likeIy to

anticipate program effects on their neighborhood. Instead, they

seem to have an immediate, personal view of racial mixing as

affecting their own Lives rather than their neighbors'.

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS ON NEIGHBORHOOD AND ENTIRE COIJNTY

To discover what determined whether people in St. Joseph County

expected Lhe allowance program to affect their neighborhoods or

the entire comrnunity, we regressed the variables for anticipation

of neighborhood effects and anticipation of county effects on the

respondentst social background and attitudinal

characteristics. [4] Neither equation significantly explained

anticipations. lhe inability to explain expected county effects

r:eflects the lack of variation in the dependent variable. Nearly

90 percent of the respondents (those for whom we had data on all

the relevant variables) said they did expect the program to

affect the county, Ieaving onLy 22 respondents who did not.

In other words, having some knowledge of the program was almost

tantamount to expecting it to affect Lhe whole community. That

result is not surprising when we remember that the most common

description of the program was that it would help people, the

logical consequence of which is Ltrat it would affect their lives.
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The lack of significant predictors for anticipated neighborhood

effects is more puzzling. Only 55 percent of the respondents for

whom the relevant data were available indicaLed they expecLed Lhe

program to affect their neighborhood. While there was

substantial variation in the dependent variable, the regression

equation itself was not significant. The explanation is either

that we omitted important explanatory variables from the equation

or that these expectations are randomly distributed among aware

households.

We suspect the latter, largely because predicting effects on

one's neighborhood involves a prior prediction that a subsLantial

number of one's old or new neighbors wil} receive an allowance.

And the clues upon which one might base these predictions are

elusive. For example, if the neighbors have low incomes and

inadequate housing, they might be eligibte. But are they likely

to apply? And how to judge whether allowance recipients from

oLher areas would choose to move into one's own neighborhood?

Our respondents did not seem to make these judgments in any

systematic fashion. However, they did comnent abouL how Lhe

program would affect their neighborhoods and the county as a

whole, as shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. The predominant response

was that it would help people--to pay the bills, to get better

housing, or to feel better. [5] Only two respondents thought

their neighbors would be harmed by Lhe program, while 15
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Table 5.7

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS ANTICIPATED BY AWARE RESPONDENTS

Percent of 154
RespondenE sEff ec t

Ilelp people in neighbr>rhooda
Help pt op1r' pay bi11s or fe,el bctter

37.O
22.t
35.1
i1.0

11.0
33. 1

4.5

tlpgrzrde nc ighborhood ho
Other of lccts ()n horrsin

US
h

s"
lng

Incr<.asc' mobi I i.ty in or otrt of
ncri ghborhood

Other erffect"r.ra o."."
()ther

SOURCII: Tabulations by HASE staff of records of the survey of
renants ancl homeo\rrrers, Site II, baseline.

NOTE: Based on 154 respondents who had some program information
:rnd wtro sirld the progr:rm would af fect their neighborhood.

tllnclrrdes general statements with no details on how people would
be helped.

h"Includes general statements that the program will affect hous-
ing (with no details about how) as well as specific statements about
its effects oo construction, demolitlon, rents, and property values.

clncludes general statements that the program will improve or
domgrade the communi-ty as well as specific statements that it will
hurt people or reduce crime and vandalisrn.

Number of
Respondent s

57
34
54
\7

t7
51

7
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Table 5.8

COUNTYWIDE EFFECTS ANTICIPAI'IiD BY AWARE RESPONDENTS

Effec c

On people:
Help people in countya
Help people get better housing
Help people financially
Affect psychological well-being
Hurt people in county

On neighborhood or community:
Affect neighborhood or community

(general ) D

Increase resident mobility
Affecr economy or government

On housing:
Upgrade housing
Otherc

Percent of 250
Respondents

27 .'.)
10. 8

42.4
14.8
73.2
6.0
6.0

37 .2
6.0

L3.2

SOURCE: Tabulations by }IASE staff of records of the survey of
tenants and homeowners, SiEe II, baseline.

NOTE: Based on 250 respondents who had some program informa-
tion and who said the program would affect the county.

clncludes general statements with no details on how people
would be helped.

h"Includes general statements that the prograu will improve or
domgrade the community (or some areas) or reduce crime and
vandalism.

clncludes general statements that the program will affect hous-
1ng (with no details about how) as well as specific statements
about its effects on construction, demolition, rents, and property
values.

Number of
Respondents

106
37
33
15
15

93
15
33

68
27
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envisioned harm Eo county residents, chiefly through a decrease

in val-ued Lraits like pride, initiative, and independence.

Uppermost vras an image of the allowance program as a social

service, designed to alleviaLe the problems of those with

inadequate resources for obtaining decent housing. Of secondary

importance were its effects on housing quality, rent, property

value, mobility, or Lhe overall environmenL.

Still, more than a third of Lhese respondents thought the program

would upgrade housing in their own neighborhood, and slightly

more than a quarter mentioned housing improvements in the entire

county. A third also mentioned general improvements ln

neighborhood or county conditions. Very few thought Lhe

allowance program would result in the general decline of an

area. [6]

Conspicuously less worrisome were the programts potential effects

on the economy or on the domain of loca1 government, although

these themes were raised repeatedly in official deliberations on

the advisabiliLy of the experiment. Only 13 percent of our

respondents mentioned either theme, and the majority of those

additional dollarstalked of i,ncreased jobs or the injection of

into the local economy. OnIy five respondents thought taxes

thought Lhe programwould go up, one mentioned inflation, and one
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would run out of money and make people worse off than before. No

one worried about federal control, nor did anyone expect the

allowance program to affect the quality or cost of services such

as schools, street lights, or paving.

These descriptions characterize a people-oriented program that

can accomplish its main goal simply by Lransferring money to

worthy recipients. l.Ihile some people expecLed improvements in

housing or cornmunity conditions to flow from the allowance

program, their number was limited. Thus iL appears that the

allowance prog,ram can fulfill most of the early expectations of

St. Joseph County residents simply by improving the IoL of

program participants. UnIess there are radical changes in

program expectations after the commencement of enrollment, a

backlash effect induced by unfulfilled hopes is unlikely.

Future analyses of corununity attitudes should show whether these

expectations are changed by experience with the allowance

program, and also whether program evaluations continue to reflect

preexisting ideas abouL government rather than specific features

of the program. In addition, they should flesh out our picture

of how program information is diffused through the populaLion,

who the chronically uninformed are, and what program features

dissuade potential applicants from applying or cause enrollees to

drop out.
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NOTES TO SECTION V

1. NegaLive effects on the household were largely perceived as

resulting from undesirable changes in the neighborhood

(mentioned 6 times) or increased taxes (5) as opposed to

explicit statements of relative deprivation (3), e.9., 'rothers

get it and I pay for it." Negative effects on the

neighborhood were dominated by undesirable changes in who

one's neighbors are or in their general pride and initiative

(9) as opposed to general decline of the neighborhood, its

housing, or its property values (7). Negative effects on the

county dealt largely with economic consequences (13) and

demographic shifts between neighborhoods within Lhe county, as

well as between the county and the surrounding area (11).

2. Eligibles are slightly more likely than ineligibles to cite

pride or embarrassment as a reason for not applying (7.3

percent vs. 0.02 percent); near-eligibles are significantly

more likely to cite disapproval of the program as a reason

(32.4 percent vs. 7.3 percent for eligibles and 16.5 percent

for clearly ineligibles).

3. Fifteen percent of Lhose 61 or over cited program

disapproval as a reason for not applying, as opposed to 0.03

percent of those under 61. ThirLy-two percent of Lhose 61 or

over cited pride or embarrassment, vs. 16 percent of those

under 61.
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4. In each case, anticipated effects = 1, no effects = 0.

5. Fifty-nine percent of those who anticipated neighborhood

effects mentioned these themes; 76 percent of those who

anticipated county effects mentioned them.

6. Anong those who anticipated effects on their neighborhood,

one respondent thought it would downgrade housing, one

expected property values to decline, and four thought the

neighborhood would deteriorate. Among those who expected

effects on the co rnty, no one mentioned housing deterioration,

one mentioned a decline in property values, and three

anticipated a decline in the overall environment.

ffi: &:; 
'
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Appendix A

FEATURES OF HOUSING ALLOWA}ICE PROGRAM

The Housing Assistance Supply Experiment operates idenLical

experimental allowance programs at each of two sites; and within

each site, housing allowances are available to all eligibles on

essentially the same terms and conditions.

Features to be tested in the experiment were chosen as a first

approximation to those of a national program with fullscale

participation. By selecting sites with contrasting market

characterisLics, we hope to learn how different housing markets

will respond to the same general program. The key features of

our experimental sites and program are summarized below.

EXPERI}IENTAI SITES

The experiment is being conducted in two contrasting metropolitan

housing markets. Site I is Brown County, Wisconsin--a Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) whose central city is Green

Bay. Site II is SL. Joseph County, Indiana, a portion of an SMSA

whose cenLral city is South Bend. [1] Both are self-contained

housing markets in that their boundaries are drawn through thinly

populated territory at some distance both from their own central

cities and from oLher population centers.
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These places were selected from aII the nation's SMSAs by a

multislage scr:eening process reflecting basic requirements of

experimental design and constraints on proSram funding. Design

considerations led us to s'earch for housing markets that were

likely to respond differenLly to the experimental allowance

program yeL rrrere each typical in certain respects of a substantial

portion of all metropolitan housing markets. Availab1e program

funding liniLed the choices to markets with populations of under

250,000 persons (about 75,000 households) in 1970, the size and

cost of Lhe experimental allowance program depending on the number

of eligible households within the program's jurisdiction.

Brown County was selected as representative of metropolitan

housing markets with rapidly growing urban centers (hence with

relatively tight housing markets) and without large racial

minorities (hence with minimal protlefrs of residential segregation

or housing discrimination). St. Joseph County was selected as

represenLative of anoLher group, metropolitan housing markets that

have declining urban centers which contain large, growing

populations of bLacks or other disadvantaged minorities. This

combinaLioo characteristically leaves low-income minority

households concentrated in deterioraLing central-city

neighborhoods that have an excess supply of older houslng, while

new housing is built mostly in surrounding aII-white surburbs.
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Although no two metropolitan areas can reflect all the important

combinations of housing-market features, we believe that these two

offer powerfully contrasting environments for the experimental

housing allowance program. By observing and analyzing

similarities and differences between these sites in market

responses to the program, we expect to be able to judge the

perLinence of the housing allowance concept to housing problems in

other metropolitan markets. [2]

PROGRAM ADHINISTRATION

The experimental allowance program is administered in each site by

a housing allowance office (HAO), a nonprofit corporation whose

Lrustees include members of The Rand Corporation and locaI

citizens. At the end of a five-year monitoring program, it is

expected that the HAO will operate entirely under locaI control.

Funds for the program come from a ten-year annual contributions

contract betweerr HIJD and a local housing authority, pursuant to

Sec. 23 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as amended. The local

housing authority in turn delegates operating authority for the

program to the HAO.

ASSISTANCE FORMULA

The amount of assistance offered to an eligible household is

inLended to enable that household to afford well-maintained
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existing housing with suitable space and facilities for family

life, free of hazards to health or safeLy. Periodic market

studies conducted by Rand in each site provide estimates of the

"sLandard cost of adequate housing" for each size of household.

Allowance payments fill the gap between that amount and one-fourth

of the householdrs adjusted gross income, with the constraint that

the amount of assistance cannot exceed the actual cost of the

housing services consumed by a participant.

ELIGIBITITY FOR ASSISTANCE

A household is eligible to participate in the allowance program if

it consists of (a) one person, either elderly (62 or over),

handicapped, disabled, or displaced by public action, or (b) two

or more related persons of any a8e; provided also thaL currenL

income and assets are within specified limits and that the

household does not already receive equivalent assistance under

another federal housing program. The income limit is set by the

assistance formula itself: When adjusted gross income exceeds

four times the standard cost of adequate housing for a given

household size, allowance entitlement drops to zero. The net

asset Iimit is $32,500 for households headed by elderly persons

and $20,000 for others.

Adjustments to gross income generally follow those of the federal

public housing program, with deductions for work-related expenses
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and for dependents and elderly persons. Transfer income (e.g.,

public assistance and social security) is included in gross

income. An unusual feature of the program is that the asset

ceiling has been set relatively high, so as to avoid excluding

homeowners with low current incomes. However, gross income is

calculated to include imputed income from home equity and other

real property that does not yield a cash flow, so that allowance

entiLlement decreases for Iarger holdings of such assets.

HOUSING CHOICES

Program participants may be either renters or homeowners, and they

may change their tenure or place of residence (within the

boundaries of the experimental site) without affecting their

eligibiliLy for assisLance. Participants are encouraged to seek

Lhe best bargains they can find on the private market, negotiating

terms and conditions of occupancy with the landlord or seller.

They are provided with market information (if they request it) and

with equal opportunity assistance (if necessary); but they are

neither directed to particular neighborhoods or t)apes of housing

nor required to spend specific amounts, except as noted below.

The use of allowance palments by program participants is

constrained in two ways. First, in order to receive monthly

payments, a participaLing household must occupy a housing unit

Lhat meets standards of adequacy, a requirement enforced by
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periodic evaluations conducted by the HAO. Second, the

participanL must spend at least the amount of his allowance for

housing services (contract rent and utilities for rentersl

mortgage interesL, property taxes, insurance, maintenance and

repairs, and utilities for homeowners).

Since the allowance entitlement for aIl but the poorest

households is less than Lhe estimated sLandard cost of adequate

housing, the first provision is the most significant. A

participant who finds certifiable housing at less than standard

cost will not need Lo contribute a full 25 percent of his

nonallowance income Lo cover his housing costs. On the other

hand, if he chooses a unit with costs that are above standard, he

will not receive any additional payment but must bear the excess

cost from nonallowance income. Thus, the allowance formula

provides an incentive to seek housing bargains, while the minimum

standards provision ensures that Lhe program's housing objectives

wiII be met by all participants.

ASSISTANCE TO RENTERS

A renter household enrolling in the allowance program must submit

evidence of income and household size, on which the amount of its

allowance entitlement is based. The household may continue to

reside in the unit it occupies at the time of enrollment or it

may seek another unit, as long as the unit meets program
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standards. Once the HAO has certified the housing unit and has

received a copy of the lease agreement between the tenant and

landlord, it begins issuing monthly allowance checks to the head

of the household. It reviews income and household size every six

months, adjusLing allowance payments accordingly, and it

reevaluates the housing unit annually, suspending payments if the

unit falls below proSram standards.

The amount of contract rent and Lhe responsibility for utility

costs are a matter between the landlord and tenant, as are the

enforcement of lease provisions and the resolution of disputes.

The HAO has no contractual relationship with the landlord. In

the event that a housing unit becomes uncertifiable while it is

occupied by a program participant, it is the participantrs

responsibility to work with the landlord Lo correct the

deficiencies or else to find other quarters that meet program

standards.

ASSISTANCE TO HO}IEOWNERS

AssisLance Lo homeo$rners follows as nearly as possible the formaL

of assistance to renters. However, prior to October 1975, a

nominal landlord-tenant relationship between the HAO and the

homeowner was created by means of a lease-leaseback agreement.

This agreement did not alter Lhe locus of title to the property

and could be terminated by the homeowner at any time. While it
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was in effect, the homeowner received monthly assistance checks

subject Lo the same conditions Lhat applied to renLers and had

full responsibiliLy for the maintenance of hii property and for

insurance, property taxes, and any outstandin$ mortgage

obligations; the HAO had no obligations to the mortgage holder.

The lease-leaseback agreement was designed so that homeowners

could be assisted under the provisions of Sec.23 of the U.S.

Housing Act of 1937, as amended prior to Lhe time the allowance

program was implemented. However, the Housing and Community

Development Act of 1974 amended Sec. 23 in a way Lhat allows

direct assistance to homeowners in the experimental program. In

October 1975, the lease-leaseback requirement was accordingly

terminated and homeowners now receive monthly allowance payments

without this formality.

ASSISTANCE TO HOI"IE PT]RCHASERS

Although home purchase is an option open to those enrolled in the

allowance program, we do not expect it to be exercised often,

because of financial constraints. Even with program assistance,

eligible households will noE ordinarily be able to afford new

single-fanily homes; their ability to purchase older homes wiIl

depend on their liquid assets and on the availability of mortgage

credit on terms they can afford.
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The experiment will test whether lenders will consider ten years

of allowance entitlement a sufficient income supplement and

stabilizer to warrant extending mortgage credit to households for

whom it is not now usually available. In addition, local or

state assistance to low-income home purchasers may be used to

supplement the housing allowance.

NOTES TO APPENDIX A

1. The remainder of the SMSA is Marshall County, which contains

no large cities.

2. To assist in the application of experimental results to

larger SMSAs, we suSgested that HllD consider a third

experimental site, consisLing of a low-income neighborhood in a

large metropolitan area, with enrollment in the allowance

proSram restricted to that neighborhood. However, hre were

advised that funding for any such addition would be difficult

to obtain.
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Appendix B

COMMI.INITY ATTITUDE RESEARCH PLAN

l.Jhile the experiment's design report t1] discusses plans to

ac.a1-yze effects of the allowance program on nonparticipants, it

does not specifically propose to study how nonparticipants

perceive the allowance program (and why) or how recipients react

to particular program features. We have therefore expanded our

research agenda to include three other policy issues:

Is the program generally understood?

Is it acceptable to the community?

What program features elicit stronS

responses ?

l.le have also e4panded the population to be studied to landlords

and program participants in addition to nonparticipant tenants and

homeowners.

h,e believe the effectiveness and feasibility of the allowance

proSram will depend as much upon the extent of program awareness

in each community and how favorably it is viewed as upon its

actual effect on housing cosls, neighborhood rehabilitation, and

housing standards. Certainly, the leve1 of enrollment and the

degree of program acceptability in both communities may very well

1

2

3
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be affected by whether people know of the program, understand its

basic features, and view it favorably. For example, uninformed

eligibles are unlikely to apply for housing allowances; Iandlords

who view the program as just another handout to welfare recipients

may refuse to sign a lease; and nonparticipants and Iandlords who

object to the program may try Lo mobilize public opposiLion. 0n

the other hand, Iandlords may welcome the opportunity to secure a

stable source of rent; and nonparticipants who view the program

favorably may work for its success.

The data base we are developing wilI support more rigorous

the extent of program awareness, how Lhe

whole and groups within it evaluate the prog,ram,

staLements about

population

and to what extent certain features affect program participation

and satisfaction. Our goals are

1 To assist HUD in assessing the public

acceptability of a national housing

allowance program.

To enable HIJD to pinpoint features Lhat

enhance or impede the effectiveness or the

political feasibility of housing allowances

DATA SOURCES

I{aving expanded the relevant population, we have designed a set of

aLtiLude questions for each group--the attitude modules--which are

asa

2
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now included in the annual surveys of tenants, homeowners, and

Iandlords. The respondent is asked if he has heard of the

program; what he heard; how he evaluates it and why; and whaL

effects he thinks iL has had on his own household, the

neighborhood, and the whole county. The attitude questions also

contain items to measure explanatory variables such as media

exposure and past community activity and attitudes toward the

government, as well as a series of questions to program

participants about their understanding of and reactions to

particular program features (see Sec. II of the present report).

Information collected for the supply response and mobility

analyses and data from the neighborhood surveys and HAO records

are also relevant to the community attitude study. The supply

response and mobility analyses will help answer two questions:

(a) how nonparticipants' housing ."""a1 are affected; and (b)

whether allowance-induced mobility alters Lhe demographic

composition of neighborhoods. The neighborhood surveys will

provide data for measuring gross changes in land use, public

facilities, and the type and quality of buildings. HAO records

will supply information on neighborhood change and program

participation (incidence of participation and characteristics of

participants in each neighborhood, patterns of participant

location, reasons for program termination).

FinalIy, each experimental site has two resident monitors charged

with keeping us informed of current reactions to the program.
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They attend and document HAO presentations, meetings with

community leaders, and public gatherings. They also compile

quarterly report.s on the calls received at the HAO and Rand, clip

aIl program-related articles from the locaI newspapers, and are

preparing a history of key community organizations. Their

analyses of community attitudes, media coverage, and participant

problems broaden our understanding of the survey data and fill the

information gaps between the annual surveys.

POLICY ISSTJES

Program Understanding

The problem of how well the allowance program is

understood is addressed by the following questions:

o How widespread is program awareness?

o What misconceptions prevail and who holds them?

o What affects awareness and misconceptions about

the program?

o How does knowledge about the program change over time?

Our interest in the first two issues--program awareness and

expectations about how leveIs of

of misinformation will affect

misconceptions--stems from our

awareness and different types

enrollment rates and the general acceptability of the program. A
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continuing problem in Site I has been Lhat many eligible

households do not apply for allowance payments. Some awareness of

the program's existence and of its relevance to one's household is

necessary for filling out an application. If a potential

applicant has never heard of the program or confuses it with other

government housing programs for which he is not eligible, he is

unlikely to seek assistance from the IIAO.

Basic awareness is also a precondition for evaluating the program

and taking action for or against it. Those totally unaware of the

program will not develop attitudes about it; those aware but with

inaccurate perceptions may form attitudes that are colored by

mistaken ideas--for example, that allowances are loans that must

be paid back.

We are therefore interestea in pirfio#arn* who knows about the

program, whaL confusions prevail, and where the uninformed and

misinformed live. Are unaware households concentrated in

geographical areas or among identifia"ble groups? Are single

elderly persons more or less informed than elderly couples?

How often do people equate the HAO with the welfare department or

confuse the experiment with other government housing programs?

With the answers to these questions, we can describe the public

that has some information about the program and how accurate that

information is.
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l,/e are also studying the factors that affect the distribution of

program awareness. Ordinarily, we would expect people with more

educaLion to aLtend more to the media and thus be better informed

about such issues as community housing policies. However, as

enrollment grows, we may find thaL contact with program

participanLs is more common among the poorly educated and equally

effective in spreading information.

Certain information channels are more Iikely to be heeded than

others. In South Bend, for example, almost a third of the

applicants in the first few months of program operations learned

about the program from friends or relatives, and another fifth got

their information from persons in volunteer or public agencies.

Contact with service agencies or membership in ethnic social

groups may counteract lack of exposure to newspapers. To test

such hypotheses, we plan to analyze both the determinants of

knowledge about the program and how they change in importance.

We are also tracking how the distribution of knowledge and beliefs

about the program change between surveys. As outreach

intensifies, we should expect a significant increase in program

awareness. But what happens once enrollment reaches 50, 60, or 70

percent of the eligible population? Is there a saturation level

beyond which no gains are made? Are some misconceptions easy to

eradicate, while others persisL no matter what the level and

contents of outreach messages?
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We plan to track program avJareness and misconceptions over time

and analyze their relationship to socioeconomic status,

participation in the allowance pro8,ram, source of information,

media exposure, contact with participanLs, and geographic

Iocation. The bulk of the data for our study will come from the

surveys of tenants, homeowners, and landlords--particularly from

the questions addressed to aII respondents: whether or not they

have heard of the program and if so, what they have heard about

it. The analysis will use an index or ranking of program

awareness and a typology of beliefs about the program. We will

track changes in the distribution of boLh and show how awareness

and beliefs vary with respondent characteristics.

l.le wiII supplement analysis of survey data with analyses of

outreach strategies, media coverage, and perceptions of public

officials and key organizaLional leaders. These analyses will be

based on the monLhly HAO program reports, the quarterly site

monitor reports on community attitudes, and the site monit.orst

docurnentation of community events and meetings.

In analyzing how weII the program is generally understood, we do

not intend to evaluate outreach effectiveness by enrollment

figures, but rather by the extent and accuracy of program

information. We expect to provide HIID and the housing allowance

offices with data on such practical issues as what kind of people

are difficult to reach and to link that information with trends in
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program participation, media coverage, and outreach. Such

information may lead to recommendations for modifying outreach

procedures. Moreover, our data on the dissemination of

information about this particular program should provide insights

inLo the general problem of communicating new government policies

to the public.

Progranr Acceptability

To assist HUD in evaluating the public acceptability of the

allowance program, we seek evidence on the following questions

How widespread

On what grounds

is program support or opposition?

are program evaluations based?

How do attitudes change over time?

To the extent thaL generalization beyond the two experimental

sites is valid, we hope to illuminate how acceptable a national

program would be as weIl. We are thus interested in who the

program's supporters and detractors are and where they live. Are

nearly inel igible nonparticipants less positive about the program

Lhan clearly ineligible nonparticipants? Are landlords generally

favorable or unfavorable? Do residents of affluent neighborhoods

have less intense attitudes than those in lower-middle-class

areas?

a

o

a
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Our analysis of program acceptability will be more useful if we

can also show why people feel as they do. For example, some may

base negative evaluations on a parLicular program feature such as

the l-ease requirement. Others may perceive the program as a cause

of higher taxes, higher housing prices, or decaying neighborhoods.

StiII others may dislike it because they deeply oppose government

inLerference in their lives, distrust government officials, or

dislike groups benefited by the program.

Slight program modifications may alleviate some hostility

atLributable to parLicular features. Inaccurate perceptions of

program effects may be mitigated by reports of data to the

conLrary. Evaluations based on dislike of welfare programs or

government interference may be deflected by showing how many

homeowners or elderly households are assisted or by emphasi-zing

the anonymity and freedom of choice offered by the allowance

proSram.

\tte will track program evaluations over the course of the

experiment and analyze their relationship to socioeconomic status,

program participation, program knowledge, perceptions of program

effects, exposure to allowance recipients, geographic location,

attiLudes toward government, and attitudes toward allowance

recipients. Using both regression and cross-tabular analysis, we

will try to determine how such evaluations were formed.
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tle will also assess the accuracy of perceived effects of the

allowance program: Have housing costs risen for nonparticipants?

Have neighborhoods changed in demographic composition? Have

neighborhood structures, facilities, or public areas improved or

decayed? Since these last questions relate to program effects on

nonparticipants, they are treated in more detail below.

Data pertinent to the general question of program acceptability

come from two sources: (a) the annual surveys of landlords,

tenants, and homeowners; and (b) the site monitors' reports on

calls to the HAO, meetings of community organizations and public

bodies, media coverage, and contacts with community leaders.

The annual surveys incorporate questions asking for the

respondent's evaluation of the allowance program, his reasons for

viewing iL as he does, and the effects he thinks it has had on his

household, his neighborhood, and the county as a whole. These

data, combined with other information on the respondentrs

background and political predispositions, wilI anchor the

acceptability analysis .

The site moniLors' analyses of complaints to Lhe HAO and their

reports on community activities provide continuous information on

two quesLions the surveys are not equipped to answer:
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How do key individuals

in each site evaluate

and organizations

the program?

opposition to oractive

program, and from whom does

Consequently, we wiII be able to assess the survey data in light

of other information about opposition and support. If we find,

for example, that 20 percent of the population in South Bend

evaluates the allowance proSram unfavorably, we will also be able

to assess the extent to which these attitudes led to action.

Program Features

Eligible applicants may fail to apply because of lack of

information, pride, a general dislike of government interference

or objections to program features such as the lease, income

verification, or housing certification requirements. They may

drop out for any number of reasons--because the payment is too

small, because they can't get a loan, because they're afraid of

negotiaLing with the landlord, because they don't want to move.

Participants, on

to their payments

the other hand, may not understand what happens

How frequent is

support for the

it come?

if the rent goes up, if their income goes down,
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or if their household changes size. They may be confused or

frustrated by delays in processing or by program requirements for

housing certification or leases. Such difficulties may affect

their reactions to HAO personnel or a decision to remain in the

program or terminate.

We plan to track the reasons for nonparticipation and dropping out

and analyze how weIl certain program features are understood by

participanLs and how positively or negatively they view HAO

officials and specific program requirements. We see the following

principal questions:

o tlhich features dissuade eligible nonparticipants from

applying?

o What causes eligible applicants to drop out?

o How weIl do participants understand program rules?

o How do participants respond to program requiremenLs?

o How do participants view HAO staff?

The data for our analysis will come from the tenant/homeowner

survey, MO administrative records, and HAO call reports. Using

survey data on household income and participation status, we can

determine who is eligible for the allowance program and whether

they have applied. For those who have not applied, we can

determine if they have heard of the program and if so, what

dissuaded them. For program applicants, questions in the
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tenant/homeowner instrument identify those who drop out before

receiving payments and elicit their reasons. In addition, a

termination interview for the IIA0 will capture similar informaLion

about those who terminate after having received payments.

To evaluate participanL reactions to program feaLures and

personnel, vre can draw on two sources of information: the

attitude module in the survey of tenants and homeowners, and the

monthly site monitor reports on HAO calls. The attitude module

asks the respondent how he views HAO officials, how well he

understands and how he responds to such features as the housing

evaluation, and what he would like to see changed in the program.

The monthly logs of calls to the HAO provide data on problems such

as clients' inability to obtain loans or frustrations with the

Iease.

With these data, we should be able to isolate program features

that negatively affect enrollment or diminish the satisfaction of

program participants. By tracking both policy and procedural

changes in the program and participants' reactions, \{e also hope

to learn how modifications in procedures and regulations affect

program participation and satisfaction.

Effects on Nonparticipants

The policy issue that receives the greatest attention in the

design report is the effect of the program on nonparticipants.
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Briefly, we will investigate four questions:

Do housing costs rise for nonparLicipants?

Does allowance-induced mobility alter

res identia I neighborhoods ?

Does the allowance program contribute to

neighborhood improvement or decay?

How closely do nonparticipant perceptions

of these issues correspond with reality?

To answer the first question, we must distinguish between price

changes that affect participants and those that affect

nonparticipants. The procedure for determining average price

changes is described in the design report. HAO records will show

which neighborhoods have a high, moderate, or low incidence of

recipients, as well as which structures are occupied mostly by

allowance recipients and which mostly by nonparticipants. l{e will

then compare the average price changes in neighborhoods with

varying incidences of participation to ascertain where and how

fast price changes have spread. We wiII also compare averag,e

price changes for subsets of properLies in which nonparticipants

or recipienLs live, conErolling for the rate of neighborhood

parLicipation. This procedure wiII reveal the kind of structures

for which nonparticipants experience higher price changes than

parLicipanls, if any.

I

2

3

4
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Determining whether allowance-induced mobility stimulates

demographic neighborhood change is more difficult. Again, we can

use HAO records Lo classify neighborhoods according to their gains

and losses of participating households. [,le can then compare Lhe

demographic characteristics of allowance recipients with those of

monitored nonparticipants .

That exercise will enable us to say whether complaints by

nonparticipants about allowance-induced changes in their

neighborhoods are accurate. It will not, however, telI us how the

demographic composition of a neighborhood has changed and how much

of that change can be attributed to allowance-induced mobility.

For that information, we must aggregate the sampled households to

estimate the proportions of different types of households in each

neighborhood at first one and then another period. Such an

aaalysis requJ-res a large enough sample of properties in each

neighborhood to estimate the characterisLics of its population

reliably. If the neighborhood samples are adequate, we can then

calculate the change, for example, in the percentage of blacks in

a neighborhood from one survey to the next, and note which units

participant families moved into, and who they replaced. I.le can

then calculate t.he portion of the total percentage change in black

households attributable to program participants.

Our neighborhood survey detects Bross changes in land use and

access to public facilities and services, as well as changes in
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structure type and building quality for each block segment in a

neighborhood. Thus we can ascertain the covariance of

neighborhood change with the incidence of participants in the

area; but we cannoL do more than suggest that the allowance

program might have stimulated the alterations. A more precise

measure of change wiII come from the detailed accounts of property

improvements obtained from the landlord and homeowner surveys.

Finally, we intend to find ouL whether changes we think can be

associaLed with the allowance program are accurately perceived by

neighborhood residents. If a respondent complains about allowance

families coming into his area or says the program has changed the

eLhnic mix of his neighborhood, is he over-Beneralizing from only

a few actual events? If his housing costs have risen, does he

notice it at all, blame it on the allowance program, or attribute

it to inflation?

By comparing the changes respondents attribute to the allowance

program with the incidence of recipients in their neighborhood, we

can suggest the extent to which such complainLs are associated

with acLual allowance participation. For some issues, such as

change in housing costs and (perhaps) change in neighborhood

composition and buildings, we can even suggesL Lo what extent the

allowance program is responsible.
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However, judgments about the correspondence between neighborhood

perceptions and reality wilI be highly inferential; the

neighborhoods that recipients are talking about may bear little

relationship to those we have devised. Here we will bring to bear

the objective and subjective data on neighborhood change, plus

information on the common opinions amonS neighborhood residents.

To the extent that all three sources a8ree, we can feel more

confident that people's images correspond with reality. lrlhen

neighborhood residents agree on perceptions that correlate poorly

with objective data, we may infer that our neighborhood boundaries

do not correspond with those perceived by the residents. When all

three data sources disagree, we cannot make confident statements

about the correspondence between percepLion and reality.

NOTES TO APPENDIX B

1. Published in May 1973 as General Design ReporL: First

Draft, Ira S. Lowry (ed.) (The Rand Corporation, WN-8198-HUD).

Lowry has since revised four sections of the report in

Introduction and Overview: An Update of Secs. I and II of the

General Design Report (The Rand Corporation, WN-9098-HUD, May

1975); The Experimental Housing Allowance Program: An Update

of Sec. III of the General Design Report (The Rand Corporation,

[N-9070-HUD, April 1975); and ]lonitoring the Experiment: An

Update of Sec. IV of the General Design Report (The Rand

Corporation, Wlil-9051-IIUD, April 1975).
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MODULE H OF BASELINE TENANT/HOMEOWNER SURVEY
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MODULE

H

1 Ot-JOrJ
FOR SINGLE-HEADED HOUSEHOLD :

GO TO Q.1.
EVALUATION OF HOUSING

ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

FOR HOUSEHOLD WITH TUIO HEADS CNLY

CHECK LABEL ON COVER SHEET OF HOUSING UNIT RECORD FOLDER TO SELECT MALE

OR FEIALE HEAD FOR MODULE H RESPONDENT, THEN SAY: This ls the elrd of thc part
of the intervl-ew where I need to tall< to the two of you EogeEhcr, I
have a last set of questions which I need to ask only one of you. In
some households we are asking men these questlons and in oEher house-
holds we are asking women the questions. My instructions say that in
thls household I should ask the questions of Ehe (male head/female head)--
that is, g, Mr./Mrs SAY T0 oTHER RESP0NDENT: If you
have other Ehings to do and would like to leave us, Mr./Mrs
that is quite all right. Thank you very much for the Eime you have
given DE. IF OTHER RESPONDEM INDICATES HE/SHE DOES NOT WISH TO LEAVE,

SAY: If you wlsh to stay while I ask Mr./Mt".- these next
questlons that is fine; but it is lmportant Ehar I get only
l,Ir./Mrs opinions on these next items, so I would appreciate
it if you would just listen and not answer any of Ehese.

FlrSt Ird 11ke to ask you some questlons abouE government housing programs.

1 Have you heard abouE the new Housing Allowance Program which
rs going ro be Lnrroduced ln south Bend? RECoRD VERBATIM ANY ADD-

ITIONAL COMMENTS AND CODE.

YES. . .

N0...(Go ro Q.16)....
DONIT KNOW, NOT SURE.

(co ro q.16). 9

OFFICE USE)

7 ,t//
2

2 Suppose sonebody asked you what thls, Program 1s all about--how would

yol'a"""tfbe the program? ?ROBE:, llhat else would you tell hinr

aiout the program? Anything else? RECORD VERBATIM'

(

A1

L2

A3

A4

3B- 3s /
40-41/

42-43/

44-4s/

L 46/
3. IMERVIEWER, CIRCLE ONE:

R HAS DESCRTBED THE HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAI'{

R HAS NOT DESCRIBED THE HOUSING ALLOWANCE

PROGRAT'I. . . (GO TC Q.15) . 2

H
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EVALUATION OF HOUSING
ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

4. Where have you gotten most o[ your informatlon about the program?
RF:CoRD VERBATIM AND CODE IJP T0 3 SoURCES. IF PERSoN, ASK: Wtrat ls
(PERSONTS) relatlonshlp Eo you? IF R GMS MORE THAN 3 SOURCES,
PROBE FOR 3 SOURCES FROM UIHICH R GOT TI{E MOST INFORMATION.

REI.A,TIVE. . .

FRIEND.

FELLOW WORKER.... .

WESTAT E{PLOYEE--SURVHT INTERVIEWER.

HAO EMPLOYEE (INFORMAL).. . .

HAO OFFICE

LANDI,ORD

RAND M.{PLOYEE

NEWSPAFER. .. , .

RADIO STATION.. ..
TV CHANNEL

01 47-s2/

o2

03

04

05

05

07

08

10

11

t2

13

L4

r5

15

GOVERNMENT

AGENCY

OTHER

ORGANIZATIONS

AREA PLAN COMMISSION

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY..

DEPARTUENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

OTHER.

SPECIFY:

CHURCH

TENANT GROUP..

REALTOR GROUP.

HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION. .

OT}IER.

SPECIFY:

OTHER. . .. .

SPECIFY:

t7

18

19

20

2L

88
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5. How long ago did you first hear about che program?

H

EVNLIIATION OF HOUSTNC

AI,I,()I./ANCI.: I'RO(;RAM

I,,NTI'R /I

OF M0NTIIS

OR

EN'IER /I

oF l^JFlttKs

,",i-,..;'

,',5 - 5 tiu"

6 Some people think rhe Ilousing Allowance Program ls ir good itlerr.
Ouher people think it is a bad idea. And others don't h;rve any
opinion about it yet. How about you--do you have ilrl opinlon ab()uE
the allowance program?

YES. . .

NO. . . (Go T0 Q.8)

Here is a card which has a line for people to place Ehelr opinion on
People who think the tlousing Allowance Program is a ggod idea worrld
place Eheir opinion towards this end of Ehe line (POINT TO SECTION

OF LINE BETWEEN "1" AND "3"). Peoplt: who think the progr;rm is a bad
idea would place their opinion towartls chis end of rhe tine (pOfuT-
T0 SECTIoN OF LINE BETWEEN "5" AND "7"). Hrere would yorr pl;rce your
opinion about the Ilousing Af lowance I'rogram? PROB.li: WhaE number
would you choose? CIRCLE NIJMBER BELOT{.

SHOW

CARD
K

GOOD

IDEA
BAD
IDEA

57/

9 sB/

1

2

7

NO

OP IN ION

t2345 6 7

7A Why do you feel that waY? PROBE:

you feel that rvaY? AnYthing else?
What else abouE the program makes

RI.]CORD VERBATIM.

tr ,*. OFFICE USE(

A1

A2

A3

A4

be-60/
(;t-(i2/
(;;1-(i1/

6lt-66i

67-68/

6s-70/

78. rF LIORE THAN ONE ANSWER T0 Q.7A:
Which of these things was most important in formlng your oplnion
of the program? PRollE: (hlhich is next most important?) (And next?)

(o FFICE USE

(o FFICE USE

ll2

)

llt

7l-72//
#3

(OFFICE USE)
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H

EVAI,I.IATION OF HOUSING
ALI,oI.JANCE PROGRAM

8 Do you thlnk your household might apply for a houslng allowance
under t.hls program?

YES. .. (cO rO Q.9)
N0... (ASK A).....

Ilhy wouldn't your household apply for the program?
any oEher reason? Anyching else? RECORD VERBATIM.

I
2

7Ji

A PROBE: fs there

(OFFICE USE)

A1

A2

A3

A4

13-14/

15- 16 /
17-1 8/
19-20/

21/

22-23/

24-25/
26-27 /
28-2s/

32-33/

9 Do you thlnk the Houslng Allowance Program w-il1 affect your house-
hold?

YES... ....1
No... (co To Q.11) .2

10. How do you thlnk the program w111 affect your household? PROBE: How

else will the program affecr you? Anything else? RECORD VERBATIH.

(oFFrcE usE)

A1

A2

A3

A4

r0A. rF MORE THAN oNE ANSIJER To Q.10: which of these rhings is nosr
important to you? (tlhlch is nexr most important?) (I,,d nextZ)

(oFFrcE usE)
llt

ll2

#3

fT_l] so_sl/

(oFFrcE

(oFFrcE usE)
34-35/

CARD 20
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H

EVALI.IATION OF HOIISIN(;
ALLOWANCE PROGRAH

11. Do you thlnk the Houslng Allowance progran will affect your
nelghborhood ln the future?

YES. . .

NO.. . (cO T() Q.13)

L2

L 3rr
1

How do you thlnk the program w111 affect your nelghborhoodl pROBE:
How else will the program affect yorrr neighborhood? Anythlng trlse?
RECOR,D VERBATI}I.

(oF

YES.

NO.. . (cO rO Q.15).

37-38/
3s-40 /
41-42/
43-44/

)
45-46 /
)
4 7-48/

49- 50 /

L s1/
2

A1

A2

A3

A4

L2A IF MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO Q.12: I{hich of these things ls most
l4ortant to you? (Wtrtch 1s next most lnportant?) (And next?)

llL

It2

ll3

I

13 Wetve been talking so far about the effect the Houslng Allowance
Program mlght have ln the future gn your household and nelgh-
borhood. How about the effect"of"the program on St. Joseph County
generally--do you thlnk the program w111 affect St. Joseph County?
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EVALUATION OF HOUSING
ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

14, Ilow do you think the program will affect St.
Ilow erlse? Anything else? RECORD VERBATIM.

14A

#t

#2

lt3

15. I.Iho do you think wlll benefit from the program? RECORD

VERBATIM A}ID CIRCLE ALL llIAT APPLY.

LANDLORDS

Ei.DERLY. . . .

Joseph's County? PR0BE

(OFFICE USE)

A1

A2

A3

L4

IF I'1ORI1 TIIA,\ ONI] ANSI,JER TO Q.14: Which of Ehese ef f ects of the
program do you think is mosE important? (Which is Lhe next most

importanE? ) (And ncxt? )

OFFICE USE)

s2- 5 3/
54- 5 5/
56- 57 /
58- 5s /

60-6 1 /

62-63/

64-6 5 /

(

(oFFrcE usE)

(OFFICE USE)

RENTERS

HOMEOiJNERS.....

POOR PEOPLE....

PEOPLE EMPLOYED BY

01

o2

03

o4

05

PRO-

66- 67 /
68-69/
70-7 1/
72-73/

74-7 5/

15A

GRAM.. ..... 06

oTr-lER. ....... g8

SPEC I FY :

lF MORE TIIAN ONli ANSWER TO Q. 15: Which of these Broups do you
thlnk will benel it El're most? (and the next most?) (And next?)

(OFFICE USE)

76-7 7 /
78-7s/

13-14/

(OFFICE USE)

15-16/

lt t

il2

CARD 21.

#3

(OFFICE USE)

17-18/
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sHoti
CARD

L

16. l^le would like to geE your: oplnlons about dlfferent groups of
people in this country. Here is a car:d which lras it I inc f or
people to place their feelings on. Pt:ople who approvc ()[ ()r
feel positively Lowards a group would place their fe'eIings
Eowards this end of the line (POINT 'l'() SECTION OF LTNIi ttliTl^JlltlN
"1" AND "3"). People ruho disapprovt'of or fecl negirtiv(.lv
t.owards a group would place their feel.ings tourards tllis ('n(l
of the line (POINT TO SECTION OF LINE BEThIEEN "5" ,\ND "7").
Of course not everyone is familiar with all of these grtrrrns.
If you aren't familiar \rith a group I mention (rr.i ust <lr.u't
have any feelings about it, te1l me and werll g,o on to tlre
next one.

16a. The first group is renters--where would you place your feelings
towards renters: PR0BE: What number vrould you clloos('?
CIRCLE NI.JI'IRER BELOW.

r234567

H

EVAI,IINTION 0I.' HoIISINC
AI,I,OWANCE PROGRAM

NO

OP INION

NECATIVE

NO

OPINION

NEGATIVE

POSITlVE

POS ITIVE

1234 5 6 7

79

79

o 10/

9 :t0/

.,1,/

,9 /

02 /

16b. How about people witl'r low incomes--wlrcre would you p1;rce your
feelings towards them? PROBE: Whlclr number would vou choose?
CIRCLE NLJI'{BER BELOl^r.

CONTINUE ASKING FOR GROITPS IN Q.15c - e BELOW:

What about (GROUP)? I^Ihere r'rould you place your feelings toward them?

16c

16d

l6e

Whi tes

Landlords ......1

Blacks . .*. .,s, . .1

....1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

2345

2345

6

6
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u

EVALUATION OF HOUSING
ALLOHANCE PROGRAH

L7. Some people say they would 11ke to see whlte and black people llve
in the same neighborhoods. Other people say they would 1lke whlte
and black people to live ln separate nelghborhoods. Here is an-
other card wich a line on which people can place their oplnions.
People who would lj.ke whites and blacks to live ln the same neigh-
borhoods would place their opinions towards this end of the sca1e.
POINT TO SECTION "5" TO "7". People who would l-lke the two groups
to live in separate neighborhoods would place thelr opinions to-
ward this end of the line. POINT T0 SECTION "I-" - "3".
\trhere on this line would you place your opinion? CIRCLE NUMBER

BELOW.

SEPARATE
NEIGHBORHOODS 1 2 5 73 4 6

SA},{E

NO

INION
NEIGHBORHOODS 9 24/

\otr we are comlng to the end of the intervler^r. We have tatked about a
Ior of dlfferent things -- your houslng, (IF RENTER: your landlord),
your nelghborhood, and your oplnions about dlfferent issues. Before I
finish the lnterview, Itd 1lke to ask a few tast quescions to surmarlze
vour feelings about these thlngs. Flrst.....

18. In general, how satisfled are you wlth this place -- would you say
vou are:

very satisfied,.......
somewhat satlsf ied, . . .
somewhat dissatisfied,
very dissatisfied?. .. .

MORE SATISFIED.......
LESS SATISFIED.

ABoUT THE S/r\rE. . . (cO T0

1

2

3

4

25/

or.

19. INTERVIEWER, CHECK BACK TO MOEU],E D, Q.5A AND B, PAGE 2 AND CIRCLE ONE

R MOVED TO THIS PLACE SEEOR' OR IN (MONTH)
1973 (REFER TO 'ITI{1S YEAR''/''LAST YEAR''
rN QS.20, 22) ..

R MoVm TO THIS PLACE A-FTER (),!oNTH) 1973
(REI'ER T0 "Now"/"l,trHEN you FrRST Movm HERE"
rN QS.20, 22)

20, How do you feel about this place (thts year/now) as cornpared to
(last year,/when you first moved here) -- do you now feel more satis-
fied, less satlsfied, or about the same as you did then?

2

1 26/

L 27/

Q. 21) .

2

3
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20A. Wtry do you feel (more satlsfled/less satisfied)? PRORE

reason?) (Anythlng else?) RECORD VERBATUVI.

H

EVALUATION OF HOUSIN(;
ALLOWANCE PROCRNH

(Any ogilg r

(OFFICE USEi--l--rlll
(oFFrcE usE)

(oFFrcE usE)
l-T--l

I r-'l '2.4 : 1

2o 
"" 

/

s4/

36-i7/

3S-3e/

21. In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with this neigh-
borhood as a place to live -- would you say you are:

very satlsfled,.
somewhat sarisfied
somewhat dissatisfled, or.
very dlssatlsfied?

.1
a

.3

.4

r -T--,tii

22. How do you feel about thls nelghborhood (thls year/now) as compared
to (1ast year/when you flrst moved ln) -- do you noq feel more sa-
tlsfled, less satisfied, or about the same as you did then?

MoRE SATrSFrm.. . .. .. .. . I 35/

LESS SATISFIED.. ....... . 2

ABOUT THE SAME...(co r0 Q.23). 3

22A, Why do vou feel (more satlsfled/less satlsfted)? PROBE: Any other
reason? Anything else? RECORD VERBATIM.

OFFICE U

(OFFICE LISE)

(OFFICE USE)

23. In general, would you say this nelghborhood ls

better to llve ln than most other
neighborhoods in (SfTE)

about the same as most other nelghborhoods, or.
t 42/

2

3worse than most other neighborhoods?..
23A. MODULE H RESPONDENT WAS:

MALE IIEAD.

FB{ALE HEAD.......
1

7

43/
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EVALUATION OF HOUSING
ALLOI.IANCE PROGBAM

Now we lrave flnlshed the lntervlcw. We want to thank yorr for your Eiure and
yotrr contrlbutlorl to our study of lrouslng ln St. Joseplt CottnEy '

I}. SINCLE-UNIT PROPERTY, SAY: As I)irrt of tlrls sCudy wc ilr(! al"so conducLitlg
observatlons of resldentlal properLlcs throughout tlle CounEy. l'hese obser-
vat.ions wlll be conducted by Westat employees someElme next SPring. They
are observations of the outslde of the building and property around E.he

building on1.y; the observations wl1l not require any more of your tirDe. A11
of the people conductlng observatlons will be carrying ldentlflcation showing
that they are employees of Westat.

ALL RESPONDENTS: As you may know, this study of housing in St. Joseph
County is scheduled to cont,inue for the next few years. Next year we will
be asking some of the households which partlcipated this year to be inter-
vlewed agaln. If your household should be selected for this next part
of the study, we hope you will be able to partlcipate again.

24. Bcfore I go I need to a'sk for your telephone number--Ehis is so that
my supervlsor may call lf she needs to check my work. Do you have a
pt-rone or phone number where you can be reached?

YES. . .

N0... (G0 TO END)..

(ASK Q.2s)

25. What 1s your phone number?

ENTER i/

Thank you very much.

1

2
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EVALLIATION OF HOUSING
ALI.OWANCII PROGRATI

ENTER
TIUE ENDED aa-:l//

48/

52/

INTERVIET{ER CODE AFTER LEAVING:

26. RAcE-ETHNrcrry oF MALE HEAD t^lAs

NO MALE HEAD..

wHrTE (NON-SPANTSH).....,...

BLACK.

CHICANO/PUERTO RICAN/ OTUTN

SPANISH DESCENT

NMERICAN INDIAN. .. ..
OTHER.

SPECIFY:

27 . RAcE-ETHNrcrry oF FET.TALE HEAD tlAs

NO FS,IALE TIEAD..

WHITE (NON-SPANISH) ...
BLACK.

CHICANO/PUERTO RTCAN/OTHER
SPANISH DESCENT.

AMERICAN INDIAN.

OTHER.

SPECITT:

28. GrvE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE AS TO TEEdOUSEHOLDTS APPROXil'{ATE TNCOME

LEVEL:

BELOW $4,0000.. ..
$4,000 - $7,999....
$8,000 - $11,999. ..
$12 ,000 AI.ID OyER . . .

COI,'LD NOT ESTIMATE.

NOT APPLICABLE.... .

MODULE STNTUS

COMPLETE.

REFUSAL OR BRFAK-OFF

q ./lu

)

3

4

8

1

2

3

4

8

e 50/

t 51/

I
2
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Appendix D

SCALE OF PROGRAM SOPHISTICATION

To measure the sophistication of program informaEion acquired by

respondents, we developed seven categories of respondents and

coded their comments from most to least sophisticated, as follows:

Code Meaning

Respondent gives 1, 2, or 3 definite

yes responses

Respondent gives 2 or more possible

yes responses

Respondent gives 1 possible yes

response recoded to a definite yes

Respondent gives only 1 possible yes

response

Respondent gives 4 or more responses

(no definite or possible yesses)

Respondent gives 2 or '3 responses (no

definite or possible yesses)

Respondent gives 1 response (no

definite or possible yesses).

7

6

5

4

3

2

I
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DEFINITION OF DEFINI'IE YES

A definite yes response is defined as one of 22 codes that apply

only to the allowance program. For example, if the respondent

says that payments are made directly to homeowners or renters or

mentions such unique features as the lease, the housing evaluation

requirement, the experimental nature of the program, or the

recipient's freedom to choose where he will live, he receives a

definite yes code of 7.

DEFINITION OF POSSIBLE YES

A possible yes response is defined as 1 of 15 codes thaL indicate

the respondent has some specific knowledge of program features or

personnel. But his knowledge does not definitely indicate proSram

awareness for one of Lhe following reasons:

The feature is noL unique to the allowance program

(sample responses include the following: affects

private housing, not public; eligibility is based on

income or assets or household size and age; program

allows people to sLay in their own homes).

The feaLure is pertinent only to the research aspects of

the program (e.g., respondenL mentions Rand or the

research effort).

1

2
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The respondent mentions specific HAO employees, personal

expertise, or his own relationship to the program, but

the information by itself does not clearly indicate

knowledge of program operations.

DEFINITION OF RECODED POSSIBLE YES

Out of the set of aII possible yes responses, we identified those

thaL were empirically associated with knowledge of unique program

details and recoded them to a definite yes. Possible yes

responses that occurred simultaneously wit.h definite yesses aL

least 50 percent of the time were so recoded.

3
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